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Disclaimer and Legal Information

INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH INTEL(R) PRODUCTS. NO
LICENSE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, BY ESTOPPEL OR OTHERWISE, TO ANY INTELLECTUAL PROP-
ERTY RIGHTS IS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN INTEL’S TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR SUCH PRODUCTS, INTEL ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER, AND
INTEL DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, RELATING TO SALE AND/OR USE OF
INTEL PRODUCTS INCLUDING LIABILITY OR WARRANTIES RELATING TO FITNESS FOR A PARTIC-
ULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, COPYRIGHT OR OTHER
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT.
Intel products are not intended for use in medical, life saving, life sustaining, critical control or safety sys-
tems, or in nuclear facility applications.
Intel may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Designers
must not rely on the absence or characteristics of any features or instructions marked "reserved" or "un-
defined." Intel reserves these for future definition and shall have no responsibility whatsoever for conflicts
or incompatibilities arising from future changes to them. The information here is subject to change without
notice. Do not finalize a design with this information.
The products described in this document may contain design defects or errors known as errata which may
cause the product to deviate from published specifications. Current characterized errata are available on
request.
Contact your local Intel sales office or your distributor to obtain the latest specifications and before placing
your product order.
Copies of documents which have an order number and are referenced in this document, or other Intel
literature, may be obtained by calling 1-800-548-4725, or by visiting Intel’s Web Site.
* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Copyright (C) 2006-2011, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The Test Module Reference Guide and its associated man pages describe the purpose of each test module,
what it checks, how it works, and how available configuration settings affect the test module. In addition, it
provides examples of different configurations and notes.
The text of the test module documentation contains the sections detailed below:

• Name: this section provides the test module name and a brief description.

• Description: this section provides an overview of the test module, its objectives and functionality.

• Method: this section provides information about how the check is performed.

• Configuration: this optional section provides the configuration option names which are specific of the
test module, how their usage changes the check behavior and their default values.

• Example: this optional section provides an example of the usage of the options in a relevant use case.

• Module Information: this section provides test module information used by the tool engine to decide
how execution will be done.

Such information includes the class of the test module, its running level, what kind of nodes will be
analyzed (scope) and what user privileges are required for a successful execution.

Unless otherwise noted, all nodes are checked by an unprivileged user.

• Dependencies: this section provides details of the dependencies on other test modules, system com-
mands and files used during its execution.

• See Also: this optional section includes pointers to extra additional documentation such as manual
pages.

• Notes: this section provides advice to the user, specifies use limitations and offer other noteworthy
information that was not captured in previous sections.
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1GiB_memory

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the amount of physical memory in each node meets requirements. A minimum of 1 GiB or
0.5 GiB per core of memory is required, whichever is greater.
Compliance with minimal hardware requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the
specification.

METHOD

It gathers memory information from /proc/meminfo. The memory amount information is retrieved from the
MemTotal field, the core quantity from counting the "core id" or "processor" occurrences.
At least 90% of this memory is expected to be available to the operating system.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: grep

Files: /proc/cpuinfo, /proc/meminfo

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: proc(5)
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65GiB_storage_head

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the storage capacity available to the head node meets the requirements. Head nodes shall
have at least 65 GiB of direct access local storage capacity.
Compliance with minimum hardware requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following
the specification.

METHOD

The disk space information is retrieved by using the df command. Shared memory partitions are not con-
sidered.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

Scope: head

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: df

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: df(1)
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X11_clients

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the X11 clients meet the requirements on the head node.

METHOD

It confirms that the X11 clients defined in the text file located at <install-path>/etc/icr_spec_X11_clients.csv
are available in the directories listed in the environment variable PATH on the head node, as reported by the
which command.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: which

Files: <install-path >/etc/icr_spec_X11_clients.csv

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: X(7)

NOTES

Warning: The required X11 clients are defined by the Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification. Chang-
ing the client list invalidates compliance.
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X11_libs

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the X11 runtime libraries meet requirements. A specific set of runtime libraries needs to be
provided for all nodes.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.

METHOD

It confirms that the libraries with the corresponding versions defined in the text file located at <install-
path>/etc/icr_spec_X11_libs.csv are present in the dynamic linker cache of all nodes according to the
ldconfig command.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ldconfig

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: X(7)

NOTES

Warning: The required X11 libraries are defined by the Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification. Chang-
ing the library list invalidates compliance.
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arch

Check the uniformity of the system architecture

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of the system architecture among the cluster nodes.
Having a uniform hardware architecture allows all nodes to behave similarly when grouped together, offering
the same level of compute performance and functionality.

METHOD

It retrieves the processor type from the system information by using the uname command.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

Commands: uname

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: uname(1)
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available_disk

Check the space available on a local filesystem

DESCRIPTION

It checks that a minimum amount of free space is available on a user configured filesystem. Local filesys-
tems are checked in all cluster nodes.
Insufficient free space can affect the system performance and stability, including compute results loss.

METHOD

It retrieves the system disk space information by using the df command. Each reported filesystem space
availability is checked against the configured minimum requirements.

CONFIGURATION

filesystem

A container that defines a filesystem to check free space. It may be used multiple times, if no filesystem is
configured, nothing will be checked and the test module will not produce debug output.

available The minimum amount of free disk space, in KB, that is required. If it is not configured, the free
space is not checked but it is extracted and listed.

mountpoint The mountpoint of the filesystem to be checked.

EXAMPLE

<available_disk>
<filesystem>

<available>10485760</available>
<mountpoint>/</mountpoint>

</filesystem>
</available_disk>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

Commands: df
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SEE ALSO

Manual pages: df(1)
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base_libs

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that base libraries are present and meet the requirements. A defined set of base and runtime
libraries needs to be provided on all nodes.
Compliance with software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the
specification. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoper-
ability, support and validation.

METHOD

It retrieves a full list of available libraries and their version from the dynamic linker cache using the ldconfig
command. The required libraries and their versions are listed at the icr_spec_libs.csv file inside the instal-
lation path of the tool. This file must not be edited by the user. Both 32 and 64 bits library versions should
be available.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ldconfig

Files: <install-path >/etc/icr_spec_libs.csv

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: ldconfig(8)

NOTES

Warning: The required base libraries are defined by the Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification. Chang-
ing the library list will invalidate compliance.
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bash

Check the GNU* Bourne Again Shell

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Bourne Again Shell presence and functionality. The test module checks that the shell com-
mand interpreter exists and the associated runtime is functional.
A functional Bourne Again Shell installation is assumed by most setup scripts.

METHOD

The test module checks that "/bin/bash" exists. The test module also creates a temporary "Hello World"
shell script and checks that the execution is successful.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: bash, chmod, test

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: bash(1)
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binutils_version (binutils_2_15_92)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks the compliance with the cluster against the "Development Clusters and Tools" section of the
Intel(R) Cluster Ready Specification version 1.1.
Compliance with minimum software development tools ensure functional clusters are built when following
the specification. This set of utilities can also used by component developers as a baseline for interoper-
ability, support and validation.
Its former name binutils_2_15_92 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the versions of the binutils to 2.15.92 (or later) using the version option on the different com-
mand tools provided by the GNU binutils package.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: addr2line, ar, as, gprof, ld, nm, objcopy, objdump, ranlib, readelf, size, strings, strip

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Info pages: binutils
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clean_ipc

Check that no System V* IPC facilities are open

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the Inter Process Communication (IPC) subsystem is clean.
Having a clean IPC subsystem ensures that communication mechanisms will be available when required
and that resources are not being unnecessarily used.

METHOD

It gets a list of Shared Memory Segments, Semaphore Arrays, and Message Queues by using the ipcs
command. If there are any entries, it will flag them and fail, unless it is explicitly configured to allow a certain
number of active entries.

CONFIGURATION

shm_segments

The number of active shared memory segments present on the node.
Default value: 0

sem_arrays

The number of active semaphore sets on the node.
Default value: 0

msg_queues

The number of active message queues.
Default value: 0

EXAMPLE

<clean_ipc>
<sem_arrays>5</sem_arrays>

</clean_ipc>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ipcs

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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SEE ALSO

Manual pages: ipcs(8)
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clock_granularity

Check the minimum granularity of gettimeofday()

DESCRIPTION

It checks the gettimeofday() system clock granularity of the cluster compute nodes.
Having a minimum clock granularity in the cluster nodes will ensure similar results and a proper gathering
of timestamps during execution.

METHOD

It gathers time granularity information by executing a prebuilt binary.
It executes a C loop and counts the number of loop iterations before the value returned by gettimeofday()
changes.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds the utility that exercises gettimeofday() from source rather than using a prebuilt binary. If it is
configured, the gcc test module will be automatically added as a dependency.
Default value: false

granularity

It is the acceptable clock granularity threshold expressed in microseconds.
Default value: 2 us

EXAMPLE

<clock_granularity>
<granularity>2</granularity>

</clock_granularity>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: gettimeofday(2)
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clock_sync

Check the cluster clock synchronization

DESCRIPTION

It checks that system clocks on each node are reasonably synchronized.
Having nodes with synchronized clocks ensure proper functionality. Component developers usually assume
this synchronization. In the case of logging of distributed events, coordinated timekeeping will help to review
traces.

METHOD

It calculates the difference between the node time and the cluster median time and compares it to a thresh-
old value. The date command is used to gather timing information.

CONFIGURATION

deviation

It is the maximum deviation (in seconds) of the clock on any node from the cluster median.
Default value: 300 seconds

EXAMPLE

<clock_sync>
<deviation>300</deviation>

</clock_sync>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: date

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: date(1)
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clomp

Check the Intel(R) C++ Compiler Cluster OpenMP runtime library

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Intel(R) C++ Compiler Cluster OpenMP runtime.

METHOD

It runs a prebuilt "Hello World" binary on the compute nodes using Cluster OpenMP. It also checks that the
kernel parameter randomize_va_space is not set as it blocks the execution.

CONFIGURATION

cc-path

It is the base path to the Intel(R) C++ Compiler installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically
sets up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit from environment)

EXAMPLE

<clomp>
<cc-path>/opt/intel/cc/9.1</cc-path>

</clomp>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mkdir, sysctl

Runtimes: Intel(R) C++ Compiler

Test Modules: arch, genuine_intel, intel_cce_rtl, sh, single_authentication, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Man pages: icc(1), sysctl(8)

NOTES

Cluster OpenMP support is not be available on all compiler versions.
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cluster_size

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the number of nodes complies with the specification.
A cluster is defined as containing one or more head/login nodes, multiple compute nodes, potentially
grouped logically into sub-clusters. Each node may provide multiple capabilities. A certified cluster shall
contain at least four compute nodes per sub-cluster.
Minimum hardware requirements ensure functional clusters are built when following the specification.

METHOD

It counts the number of nodes to be tested taking in account their types.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel
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copy_exactly

Check that a node image is an exact copy of a reference image

DESCRIPTION

It checks that nodes are an exact copy of a reference system.
Having the same set of files as those found in a cluster reference design help to ensure that the bill of
materials has been installed as expected.

METHOD

The test module uses the output of the node_checksum script found on the reference system head and the
compute nodes as the basis of the comparison.
The node_checksum script extracts the checksum of a set of key files. The prelink tool is considered as its
application implies modifications to speed up binary startup time.
If too many findings are discovered, the check will output an overall error message.

CONFIGURATION

compute_node

It is the path to the compute node reference file. If it is not provided, the check on compute nodes is
considered indeterminate.
Default value: none

exclude

It is the file to exclude from the test. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching expression, with
the addition that special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. This option may be repeated to
exclude more than one file name.
Default values: log files, cache files, networking files with addresses, and additional files known to change.

head_node

It is the path to the head node reference file. If it is not provided, the check on the head node is considered
indeterminate.
Default value: none

EXAMPLE

<copy_exactly>
<compute_node>file1</compute_node>
<exclude>/etc/sysconfig/</exclude>
<head_node>file2</head_node>

</copy_exactly>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 4

Scope: head, compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: find, md5sum, prelink, xargs

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Man pages: md5sum(1), prelink(8)

NOTES

This test module may take a long time (several minutes to over an hour, depending on the cluster size) to
complete if the number of files to check is very large.
A lightweight approach to this test module is provided by the packages test module.
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core_count

Check the number and type of cores and processors

DESCRIPTION

It checks the number of processors, physical cores, and logical cores per node. If the number of cores or
processors is not defined, the uniformity of the count is checked for all nodes. It also checks the uniformity
of the Intel(R) Hyper-Threading Technology status using a utility that reads internal CPU registers.
Most components assume that a uniform hardware configuration is provided.

METHOD

The check gathers information from CPU Model Specific Registers (MSRs) to find the processor model and
features by using a prebuilt utility issuing simple MSRs instructions.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds the utility that counts CPU cores from source rather than using the prebuilt binary. If build is defined,
the gcc test module will be automatically added as a dependency. The gcc tool must be available during
execution.
Default value: false

hyper-threading

It is the required status of the Intel(R) Hyper-Threading Technology. The values may be yes/on/1/true to
check that it is enabled or no/off/0/false to check that it is disabled. However, if no value is configured and
the cluster nodes do not match the default value, a notice message will be issued.
Default value: true for Nehalem (or later) systems, false otherwise.

logical-cores

The number of logical cores per node. Logical cores include physical and SMT/HT cores.

physical-cores

The number of physical cores per node. Physical cores exclude SMT/HT cores.

processors

The number of processors per node.

EXAMPLE

<core_count>
<hyper-threading>yes</hyper-threading>
<logical-cores>8</logical-cores>
<physical-cores>4</physical-cores>
<processors>2</processors>
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</core_count>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Books: The IA-32 Intel(R) Architecture Software Developers Manual, Volume 3B: System Program-
ming Guide, Part 2.
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core_frequency

Check the frequency of all processor cores

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the frequency of each processor core in the cluster is within a predefined threshold of an
expected frequency.
Having a uniform core frequency among the different compute nodes allow easier execution of distributed
computation without requiring complex balance schemes.

METHOD

The check uses information from /proc/cpuinfo during the comparison.
If the processors being tested have an enabled Intel(R) Turbo Boost Technology, findings on frequency
deviation will not be reported as errors.
In order to detect Intel(R) Turbo Boost Technology, the ida flag must be reported by /proc/cpuinfo and the
system must have a working cpufreq subsystem according to /sys/devices/system/cpu/*/cpufreq.

CONFIGURATION

frequency

It is the expected frequency of a core in MHz.
Default value: median of the collected frequencies

threshold

The maximum absolute deviation from the expected frequency that is allowable, in MHz.
Default value: 5

EXAMPLE

<core_frequency>
<frequency>3056</frequency>
<threshold>50</threshold>

</core_frequency>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: grep

Files: /proc/cpuinfo

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, mount_proc
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SEE ALSO

Man pages: proc(5)

Configuration files: /proc/cpuinfo, /sys/devices/system/cpu/*/cpufreq
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cpuinfo

Check the uniformity of /proc/cpuinfo

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of /proc/cpuinfo content in compute nodes. It verifies that most fields are uniform
unless they are explicitly excluded.
Having a uniform set of CPU characteristics helps to ensure similar performance on all compute nodes,
avoiding the need for complex balancing schemes.

METHOD

It gathers CPU-related information from /proc/cpuinfo using the cat command and it compares all fields and
their content for uniformity.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

It is the name of the field to exclude from the check. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching
expression, and special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. The exclude tag may be used
multiple times to exclude more than one field.
Default values: processor, cpu MHz, itc MHz, BogoMIPS, bogomips, runqueue, physical id, apicid, initial
apicid

EXAMPLE

The following example excludes the stepping field and any field that matches the power sub-string.

<cpuinfo>
<exclude>stepping</exclude>
<exclude>*power*</exclude>

</cpuinfo>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat

Files: /proc/cpuinfo

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, mount_proc
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SEE ALSO

Manual pages: proc(5)
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cron

Check that cron service daemon is not running

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the process list does not include any crond processes.
Having a clean list of scheduled commands avoid unexpected resource conflicts.

METHOD

The ps command is used to find out if the crond process is running.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: grep, ps

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: cron(8)
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csh

Check the C Shell

DESCRIPTION

It checks the C Shell presence and functionality. It tests that the shell command interpreter exists and the
associated runtime is functional.
A functional C Shell installation is assumed by some setup scripts.

METHOD

It checks that "/bin/csh" exists. It also creates a temporary "Hello World" shell script and checks that the
execution is successful.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: csh, chmod, test

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: csh(1)
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dat_conf

Check that entries in dat.conf are valid

DESCRIPTION

It checks the content of the configuration file defining DAPL* providers.
It checks that each defined provider uses a network device already available in the system and it notifies if
there are no valid devices configured. If there is no valid provider, it reports a failure, otherwise it details the
found provider.
Having a uniform and valid DAPL* configuration ensures that optimized messaging fabrics have the required
runtime to work.

METHOD

The dat.conf file is expected to be located at /etc/dat.conf or at a path defined by DAT_OVERRIDE environ-
ment variable.
The test module checks that the providers are valid and defined in the same order among compute nodes,
because MPI implementations use this order when selecting fabrics.
When executed under compliance mode, the test module also checks that there is at least one provider of
the same (or later) minimum version required by the Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification.

CONFIGURATION

ibstat-path

It is the ibstat command installation directory. This may be needed if it is installed in a location not present
in PATH.

EXAMPLE

<dat_conf>
<ibstat-path>/usr/sbin</ibstat-path>

</dat_conf>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat, ibstat, ifconfig, sh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: dat.conf(5), ifconfig(8), ibstat(8)
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NOTES

This check only validates configurations in which the device name and port number are used as ia_params.
The DAT_OVERRIDE variable checked by the test module correspond to the environment of the user run-
ning the test module. Note that if running the tool as a privileged user this test module will run as a non
privileged user defined by the CLCK_REGULAR_USER environment variable or the <user> tag in the
configuration file. Check "Regular User Detection" in cluster-check man page.
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disk_bandwidth

Single-node Disk Bandwidth

DESCRIPTION

It checks the I/O disk bandwidth of each node and its deviation among cluster compute nodes. Deviation is
checked only if there are three or more valid results from the compute nodes.
Having a uniform disk bandwidth allows distributed computations to run without the need of complex bal-
ancing schemes.

METHOD

The IOzone* filesystem benchmark is used to exercise I/O. The test module executes the benchmark in
auto mode with 64MB files using direct access. Only the read values will be checked.

CONFIGURATION

bandwidth

It is the minimally acceptable disk bandwidth, in MB/s.
Default value: none

deviation

It is the factor of allowed standard deviations from the median that is used to search for outlier values. The
allowed range is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
Default value: 3

options

It is a string with the options to be used to execute the benchmark. Options are expected to be valid, default
options will be overwritten.
Default value: -az -i0 -i1 -y 512 -s 65536 -+n -+r -I

workdir

It is the base path to use as working directory instead of /tmp. The directory should exist and have proper
permissions. If the directory is shared the reported bandwidth and execution time are greatly affected.
Default value: /tmp

EXAMPLE

<disk_bandwidth>
<bandwidth>40</bandwidth>
<deviation>3</deviation>
<options>-az -i0 -i1 -y 512 -s 65536 -+n -+r -I</options>
<workdir>/tmp</workdir>

</disk_bandwidth>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: stat

Files: /proc/filesystems

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: proc(5), stat(2)

IOzone* benchmark: http://www.iozone.org

NOTES

This test module is not appropriate for diskless nodes and should be excluded.
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dmidecode

Check the uniformity of the SMBIOS/DMI information

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity and contents of the SMBIOS/DMI information returned by the dmidecode utility.
By default, the check compares SMBIOS/DMI entries on all cluster nodes. However the check can be
explicitly configured to validate expected values on BIOS strings if required.
Having a uniform SMBIOS/DMI information among nodes ensure that system BIOS configuration is the
same in every compute node.

METHOD

It gathers information using the dmidecode tool which is built on the fly if it is not already available on each
system. Reported fields are checked for uniformity.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds dmidecode from source rather than using the prebuilt binary. If build is requested, then gcc, make
and tar tools need to be available. The gcc test module will be added as a dependency.
Default value: false

exclude

It is the name of the field to exclude from the check. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching
expression, with the addition that special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. The exclude tag
may be defined multiple times to exclude more than one field.
Default value: *UUID*, *Serial Number*, *Asset Tag*, *OEM-specific*, *Manufacturer*.

string

It is a container for the SMBIOS/DMI string to be checked. It may be defined multiple times to check more
than one string.

name It is the name of the string to be checked. Valid strings are: bios-vendor, bios-version, bios-release-
date, system-manufacturer, system-product-name, system-version, system-serial-number, baseboard-manufacturer,
baseboard-product-name, baseboard-version, baseboard-serial-number, baseboard-asset-tag, chassis-manufacturer,
chassis-version, chassis-serial-number, chassis-asset-tag, processor-manufacturer, processor-version.

value It is the value of the string to be checked.

Example

<dmidecode>
<exclude>*Part Number*</exclude>
<exclude>System Slot Information (0x001D): Length</exclude>
<string>
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<name>bios-version</name>
<value>S3000.86B.02.00.0044.071120071047</value>

</string>
<string>

<name>baseboard-product-name</name>
<value>S3000PT</value>

</string>
</dmidecode>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

Users: privileged

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: dmidecode(8)
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environment

Check the uniformity of variables in environment

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of the variables in the environment on the compute nodes by using the printenv
command.
If the head node is also a compute node, the test module also checks that the variables in the environment
on the compute nodes and on the head nodes are the same. The head node may have additional variables
that are not set on the compute nodes.
Having the same environment configuration ensures that components will behave similarly when running
on different systems.

METHOD

The test module gathers the list of defined variables in the environment by using the printenv system com-
mand.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

It is the name of an environment variable to exclude from the check. The string is interpreted as a Bash*
pattern matching expression, with the addition that special characters * and ? do match characters . and /.
This option may be used more than once to exclude multiple variables in the environment.
Default value: HOST, HOSTNAME, SSH_CLIENT, SSH_CONNECTION, SSH2_CLIENT.

EXAMPLE

<environment>
<exclude>LANG</exclude>
<exclude>PAGER</exclude>

</environment>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: printenv

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: printenv(1)
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etc_hosts

Check that hostnames are associated to only one IP address

DESCRIPTION

It checks that each hostname is associated to only one IP address in the /etc/hosts file.
Having a one-to-one mapping ensure that the networking subsystem behaves as expected.

METHOD

It gathers static table look-up for host names from the /etc/hosts file. It compares them among the different
nodes and if any hostname has more than one assigned IP, the check fails.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat

Files: /etc/hosts

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: hosts(5)
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file_permissions

Check file presence, ownership, and permissions

DESCRIPTION

It checks filesystem paths presence, ownership, and permissions.
Having a parallel check on proper presence, ownership and permissions on files and directories saves a lot
of time when troubleshooting software stacks differences on cluster nodes.

METHOD

It checks the file properties by using the stat command. If no files are explicitly configured to be checked,
the result is indeterminate.

CONFIGURATION

object

It is a container that groups the other options by file or directory path

path It is the path to the file or directory to be tested. A path is required in each object container. The
presence of the path is always checked.

group It is the name of the group that should own the configured file or directory. If not configured, the
group ownership is not checked.

permissions It is the expected permissions, in octal format, of the file or directory configured in the path.
If it is not specified, the permissions are not checked.

user It is the name of the user who should own the configured file or directory. If it is not configured, the
user ownership is not checked.

EXAMPLE

<file_permissions>
<object>

<group>root</group>
<path>/tmp</path>
<permissions>1777</permissions>
<user>root</user>

</object>
<object>

<path>/shared</path>
<permissions>0755</permissions>

</object>
<object>

<path>/home</path>
</object>

</file_permissions>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: stat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: stat(1)
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file_tree

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that compute nodes have materially identical file trees.
Having a uniform software stack ensures that components works properly with distributed execution.

METHOD

The file_tree test module calculates the md5sum of files of a reference compute node and checks their
uniformity among all cluster compute nodes. The reference node is the first compute node after sorting
the nodes list in the nodefile. The directories included in the md5sum are: /bin, /boot, /dev, /etc, /lib,
/lib64,/media, /mnt, /opt, /sbin, /usr, and /var/lib/alternatives.
Given that all compute nodes have to be materially identical to each other, head nodes are also verified if
they act as compute nodes. However, the file tree of a head compute node is allowed to be a superset of
the reference tree.
Since binary and library files can be prelinked, the md5sum is calculated from the file before it was prelinked.
The test assumes that prelink is up-to-date. Outdated prelink can cause md5sum calculation to fail and test
to report indeterminate state.
All files known to change without affecting the functionality of the cluster are excluded by default. These
includes log files, files with network addresses or IDs, cache files, data base files, files with process infor-
mation, automatic mounting files, licenses files and the like. In systems using the prelink utility to optimize
binaries files, uniformity is evaluated considering their original checksum.
Additionally, it is possible to manually exclude from the comparison specific files that are known to change
over time.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

It is the path or file name to exclude from the test. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern-matching
expression, where special characters * and ? match any string or any single character respectively, including
. and /. An expression that contains / is matched to an absolute path. An expression that does not contain
/ is matched only to a base name.

EXAMPLE

The following example excludes all the files within a directory plus one single file in another location.

<file_tree>
<exclude>/opt/mlnx-ofed/src*</exclude>
<exclude>/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_14/register_ja.html</exclude>

</file_tree>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1
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Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: find, md5sum, prelink, xargs

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: find(1), md5sum(1), prelink(8)

NOTES

For a typical operating system installation, this test module checks the checksum of hundreds of thousands
of files on each node. Consequently, it may take a long time (from several minutes to over an hour) to
complete.
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gcc

Check the functionality and uniformity of the GNU* C/C++ compilers

DESCRIPTION

It checks the GNU C/C++ compilers. It examines the compilers version and builds and it executes C and
C++ "Hello World" programs.
Having the same version of GNU compilers ensures similar results when compiling in the different nodes.

METHOD

It checks the compiler versions by using the version option. It builds "Hello World" source files at runtime
and checks for successful execution.

CONFIGURATION

gcc-path

It is the base path to the GNU C/C++ compilers.
Default value: /usr/bin

version

It is the string that is compared to the GNU C/C++ compiler version. If version is not configured only the
uniformity of the version strings for both compilers are verified among cluster nodes.
Default value: none

EXAMPLE

<gcc>
<gcc-path>/usr/bin</gcc-path>
<version>3.2.3</version>

</gcc>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: gcc, g++, test

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: gcc(1)
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gcc_version (gcc_3_4_6)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks the compliance of the cluster against the "Development Clusters and Tools" section of the Intel(R)
Cluster Ready specification version 1.1.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensures that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. Component developers can also use this version as a baseline.
Its former name gcc_3_4_6 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the gcc and g++ versions to 3.4.6 or later. Version strings are extracted using the version
option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: gcc, g++

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: gcc(1)
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gdb_version (gdb_6_3)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks the compliance of the cluster against the "Development Clusters and Tools" section of the Intel(R)
Cluster Ready Specification version 1.1.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensures functional clusters are built when following the specifica-
tion. Component developers can also use this version as a baseline.
Its former name gdb_6_3 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the gdb version to 6.3 or later. Versions are extracted using the version option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: gdb

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: gdb(1)
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generic_correctness

User-defined correctness check

DESCRIPTION

It executes a user configured command and compares the output with a user defined one.
The intended purpose of this test module is to implement site specific and/or temporary checks; cross-site
and/or permanent checks should be implemented in dedicated test modules.

METHOD

The test module executes the configured command and checks that the output is the expected one verbatim.
If no items are explicitly configured, the result is considered as indeterminate.

CONFIGURATION

item

The container for a command / result set.

command The command to be executed.

result The exact output of the command that should be considered correct. It is case and white-space
sensitive.

override

It overrides the check that does not allow this test module to run as root.
Default value: false

EXAMPLE

<generic_correctness>
<item>

<command>uname -r</command>
<result>2.4.21-20.EL</result>

</item>
</generic_correctness>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh
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NOTES

By default, this test module is not run as root due to the potential security issues and/or inadvertent config-
uration changes that are inherent to running an arbitrary command on every node of a cluster as the root
user. Set the override configuration option to run this test module as root.
This test module does not make use of the user configuration tag.
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generic_uniformity

User-defined node uniformity check

DESCRIPTION

It executes a predefined command on all nodes and checks that all outputs are the same.
The intended purpose of this test module is to implement site specific and/or temporary checks; cross-site
and/or permanent checks should be implemented in dedicated test modules.

METHOD

The test module executes the configured command and checks that the output is the same among all nodes.
If no items are explicitly configured, the result is considered as indeterminate.

CONFIGURATION

command

The command to be executed.

override

It overrides the check that does not allow this test module to run as root.
Default value: false

EXAMPLE

<generic_uniformity>
<command>uname -r</command>

</generic_uniformity>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, shh

NOTES

By default, this test module is not run as root due to the potential security issues and/or inadvertent config-
uration changes that are inherent to running an arbitrary command on every node of a cluster as the root
user. Set the override configuration option to run this test module as root.
This test module does not make use of the user configuration tag.
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genuine_intel

Check that the nodes contain GenuineIntel processors

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the cluster is built using GenuineIntel processors.

METHOD

The test module uses information from /proc/cpuinfo to decide the processor manufacturer.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Files: /proc/cpuinfo

Commands: grep

Test Modules: mount_proc, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: proc(5)
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gige

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that an Ethernet interface meets requirements. Each node should have at least one Gigabit
interface or better.
Minimum hardware requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the specification.

METHOD

It lists the available interfaces using the ifconfig command and reads the speed for every Ethernet interface
using the ethtool command. The speed of at least one Ethernet interface must be greater than or equal to
1000 Mb/s.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ethtool, ifconfig

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: ethtool(8), ifconfig(8)

NOTES

This test module only runs as privileged user because the ethtool command requires direct access to the
network devices.
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glibc_version (glibc_2_3_4)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification 1.1 compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the glibc runtime meets requirements. An installed 32-bit and 64-bit GNU* runtime version
2.3.4 or later is required on each cluster node.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name glibc_2_3_4 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the libc.so.6 version to 2.3.4 or later by executing the library and parsing their output information.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Files: /lib/libc.so.6, /lib64/libc.so.6

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Info pages: libc
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gmake_version (gmake_3_80)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks compliance of the cluster against the "Development Clusters and Tools" section of the Intel(R)
Cluster Ready Specification version 1.1.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the spec-
ification. This set of tools can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name gmake_3_80 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the gmake version to 3.80 or later, the version is extracted using the version option on the make
command.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: gmake

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual page: make(1)
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hardware_uniformity

Check hardware uniformity among cluster nodes

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of the hardware among the cluster compute nodes. The test module checks that
specific attributes of some hardware devices have uniform values among compute nodes and it also checks
their uniformity.

METHOD

The lshw* utility is used to list the hardware devices attributes on each node. The items compared by
default can be modified using the include and exclude configuration tags. When executing the test module
as privileged user some extra items are shown, including the base board model and BIOS version.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

It excludes items from the comparison. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching expression.
Special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. This configuration tag can be repeated multiple
times.
Default values: "* usb*", "* disk", "*volume*", "* cdrom"

include

It includes additional items from the lshw* output. This configuration tag can be repeated multiple times.
Default value:

CPU

Model Name (product), Number of Address Bits (width), Max Frequency (capacity), Number of Physi-
cal Processors (cpu:0, cpu:1, ), Processor Capabilities (capabilities)

Infiniband* Adapter

Model Name (product), Vendor (vendor), Device Capabilities (capabilities) , Driver (configuration),
Number of Interfaces (network:0, network:1, )

Ethernet Adapter

Model Name (product), Vendor (vendor), Device Capabilities (capabilities) , Driver (configuration),
Number of Interfaces (network:0, network:1, )

Main Memory

Physical Amount (size)

PCI tree

Name of the device

The PCI tree shows all the devices found in the PCI bus respecting the hierarchy of each one. Each entry
is shown with the [PCI tree] label at the beginning and the full hierarchy for the device.
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options

It appends extra options when running the hardware listing utility. It can be used to enable or disable tests
if it is required during troubleshooting.
Default value: -quiet -sanitize

EXAMPLE

<hardware_uniformity>
<exclude>cpu:* capacity*</exclude>
<exclude>pci pci:1 network:0 *</exclude>
<include>pci pci:1 network:0 capabilities</include>
<include>pci pci:2 network:1 logical name</include>

</hardware_uniformity>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Filesystem: /sys

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

lshw utility: http://ezix.org/project/wiki/HardwareLiSter
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hdparm

Check the disk performance of a node

DESCRIPTION

It checks the disk read rate of cached and raw device operations and their deviation from the median value
among cluster nodes.
Uniform hardware performance ensures functional clusters behave similarly to avoid complex balancing
schemes.

METHOD

The test module executes the hdparm utility to measure the disk performance. The filesystem to be exer-
cised is selected by default as the one mounted as root.
By default, the check executes hdparm tests but no thresholds are checked, considering the result as
indeterminate. However, deviation among values is always checked, if there are three or more valid results
from the compute nodes.

CONFIGURATION

cache-read

The minimum acceptable read rate, in MB/s, from disk buffer cache. This corresponds to the -T hdparm
option.

cache-deviation

The factor of allowed standard deviations from median, used to search for outlier values. The allowed range
is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
Default value: 3

device

The disk device to be measured.
Default value: the disk device corresponding to the root partition.

device-read

The minimum acceptable read rate, in MB/s, from the disk device, reading through cache. This corresponds
to the -t hdparm option.

device-deviation

The factor of allowed standard deviations from median, used to search for outlier values. The allowed range
is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
Default value: 3
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EXAMPLE

<hdparm>
<cache-deviation>3</cache-deviation>
<cache-read>2400</cache-read>
<device>/dev/sda1</device>
<device-deviation>3</device-deviation>
<device-read>60</device-read>

</hdparm>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: hdparm, mount

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: hdparm(8), mount(8)

NOTES

This test module is not appropriate for diskless nodes and it should be excluded.
This test module only runs as root because hdparm requires direct access to the disk device.
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home

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready Compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that /home meets requirements. The /home directory should be a shared, common directory
accessible from any cluster compute node.

METHOD

It compares the home directory’s inode number of the user running the tool on all nodes. The stat command
is used to gather the information. When the tool is executed as privileged user, the home directory is tested
for the first user from the /etc/passwd file that has the home directory in /home.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl, stat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: getpwent(3), stat(1)

NOTES

If it is running as a privileged user and /home is managed by automount, at least one user account should
be created prior to running this test module.
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host_conf

Check the configuration of /etc/host.conf

DESCRIPTION

It checks that host.conf has set the resolution order to hosts, nis, bind. If host.conf is missing or the order
line is missing from host.conf, the test module fails.

METHOD

The host.conf information is retrieved from the /etc/host.conf file.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat

Files: /etc/host.conf

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: host.conf(5)
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hostname

Check the hostname of each node

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the node hostname is the one configured at boot time. The node name printed by the
hostname command is compared to the name on a configuration file or to the one received by DHCP.
Having the same active and configured name solves networking problems caused by accidental renames.

METHOD

The test module attempts to read the hostname configuration setting from /etc/sysconfig/network, /etc/HOSTNAME,
/etc/hostname, and /etc/sysconfig/system (in that order). Also, the test module checks the DHCP leases to
see if the hostname has been received by DHCP.
If only the short hostnames match, the check is considered successful, although a different status message
is displayed. If no match is found, the test module fails and it displays the available hostnames against
which the active hostname was compared.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat, hostname

Files:

/etc/sysconfig/network, /etc/HOSTNAME, /etc/hostname, /etc/sysconfig/system, /var/lib/dhclient/dhclient-
*.leases, /var/lib/dhcpcd/dhcpcd-*.info

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: hostname(1)
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hpcc

Run the HPC Challenge Benchmarks

DESCRIPTION

It runs the HPC Challenge* benchmark suite. The HPCC benchmark suite includes 7 benchmarks (HPL,
DGEMM, STREAM, PTRANS, RandomAccess, FFT, and communication bandwidth and latency) as well
as a verification of numerical results (HPCC results residual checks).
Running the HPCC benchmark ensures that the cluster can properly handle complex workloads. The
reported performance can also be used as a reference baseline.

METHOD

HPCC was built with the Intel(R) C++ Compiler using the -O3 and -openmp flags.
The HPCC input parameters are read from a template input file that may be modified. Some runtime
parameters are pre-computed based on available memory and node quantity. The P, Q, and N parameters
are modified from the values in the file. N is set to the file value multiplied by the square root of the number
of nodes. For example, if the value in the file is 8,000 and the test is run on 8 nodes, the value of N is
22,627. P and Q are set so that:

Ps x Qs = Total # of MPI processes (sum of all nodes).

Ps <= Qs.

Ps is as big as possible, complying with former rules.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds HPCC from source rather than using the pre-built binary at external/hpcc. The build and input files
used to generate the binary during execution are available at external/Make.clck and external/hpccinf.txt.
This option requires the Intel(R) C Compiler, the Intel(R) MPI Library SDK, and the Intel(R) Math Kernel
Library to be available. The execution includes intel_cc and intel_mpi_internode test modules to check
dependencies.
This option is for advanced users only, the external/Make.clck file has several definitions that have to match
current setup. The LA* variables are modified during execution if path is configured; otherwise environment
is used instead.
The first compute node in alphabetical order is used for compilation.
Default value: false

cc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) C++ Compiler directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up the
environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

fabric

A container for the network interconnect fabric to evaluate. The <fabric> block may be repeated to test
multiple interconnects.
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NBs The size of the atomic blocks used in the DGEMM operation. It can be configured by the user with
the NBs tag. It applies only to the fabric on which it was defined.
Default value: 168 (obtained from external/hpccinf.txt)

Ns The size of the problem to be used in calculation. It can be configured by the user with the Ns tag. It
applies only to the fabric on which it was defined.
Default value: 8000 * sqrt ( number of nodes )

bandwidth The minimum acceptable network bandwidth in GB/s. If a bandwidth value is not configured,
then the bandwidth check is indeterminate.
Default value: none

device A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS
styles are supported.
An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the
I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

dgemm The minimum acceptable DGEMM performance in GFLOPS. If a dgemm value is not configured,
then the dgemm check is indeterminate.

fft The minimum acceptable FFT performance in GFLOPS. If a fft value is not configured, then the fft
check is indeterminate.

hpl The minimum acceptable HP Linpack performance in TFLOPS. If a hpl value is not configured, then
the hpl check is indeterminate.
Default value: none

latency The maximum acceptable network latency in microseconds. If a latency value is not configured,
then the latency check is indeterminate.
Default value: none

ptrans The minimum acceptable PTRANS performance in GB/s. If a ptrans value is not configured, then
the ptrans check is indeterminate.

randomaccess The minimum acceptable RandomAccess performance in GUPs/s. If a randomaccess
value is not configured, then the randomaccess check is indeterminate.

stream The minimum acceptable STREAM Triad performance in GB/s. If a stream value is not configured,
then the stream check is indeterminate.

hpccinf

The path to a custom hpccinf.txt file. The values for NBs and/or Ns is modified if NBs and/or Ns are defined
within the fabric containers.
Default value: external/hpccinf.txt
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mkl-path

The base path to the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library installation directory. It is required if build is configured.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

process-number

The number of MPI processes to be started on each node.
Default value: 1

thread-number

The number of OpenMP threads to be started on each node. This setting corresponds to the OMP_NUM_THREADS
environment variable.
Default value: ALL

tune

Use this option to optimize the Intel(R) MPI Library performance using the data collected by the mpitune
utility. It has two usage modes:
One empty tag to enable the feature and to let the tool search for the best tuning file available. This will
make sense for IMPI 3.0 or later.
The complete path to a user created tuning file. It is a mandatory requirement that the provided file has a
valid format and MPI options. This will make sense for MPI 4.0 or later.
For details on how/where tuning files are automatically searched and details on how to manually create
them refer to the Intel MPI Library Reference Manual.
Default value: Disabled.

old-config

It runs the benchmark as it was executed before Intel(R) Cluster Checker version 1.5. By default, the
benchmark is executed with a reduced problem size. This allows the benchmark to run in a reduced time
at the expense of having non-optimal results in performance figures. If the option old-config is provided, a
larger problem size is used. This produces better performance measurements in a longer execution time.
Default value: Disabled (small problem size).

scale-factor

The scaling value used to reduce the problem size calculated by the sqrt() of the node quantity. This factor
can be used to easily balance the execution time versus the reported performance figures.
Default value: 0.3
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EXAMPLE

<hpcc>
<cc-path>/opt/intel/cce/9.1</cc-path>
<fabric>

<bandwidth>0.110</bandwidth>
<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">sock</device>
<dgemm>12</dgemm>
<fft>1</fft>
<hpl>0.002</hpl>
<latency>20</latency>
<ptrans>0.2</ptrans>
<randomaccess>0.001</randomaccess>
<stream>1.7</stream>

</fabric>
<mkl-path>/opt/intel/cmkl/9.0</mkl-path>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi/3.0</mpi-path>
<thread-number>ALL</thread-number>

</hpcc>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 4

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: make, perl, sed are required when build is defined.

Runtimes: Intel(R) C++ Compiler, Intel(R) Math Kernel Library, Intel(R) MPI Library

Test Modules: arch, intel_cce_rtl, intel_mpi_rt_internode, perl, sh, ssh, tmp, genuine_intel

SEE ALSO

HPCC benchmark: http://icl.cs.utk.edu/hpcc

NOTES

This test module may take a long time to complete.
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ibadm

Check that Mellanox* in-band monitor processes are not running

DESCRIPTION

ibadm is an Intel(R) Cluster Checker test module used to check that the Mellanox Infiniband in-band monitor
is not running.
The Mellanox Infiniband in-band monitor conflicts with other hardware and software based monitors.

METHOD

The test module checks the process list for entries matching ibgd, ibadm, ibis, and obbs-pci using the ps
command.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ps

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual page: ps(1)
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icr_version_compliance (icr_version_1_x)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that /etc/intel/icr contains the POSIX shell environment variable CLUSTER_READY_VERSION
and that it is set to a valid specification version.
Its former names icr_version_1_0/1 are deprecated.

METHOD

It checks that the /etc/intel/icr file contains "CLUSTER_READY_VERSION=1.x" where x can be 0, 1 or 2.
More than one version can be configured if the cluster is compliant with all or some of them. Versions
should be separated by a colon.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat

Files: /etc/intel/icr

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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imb_collective_intel_mpi

Check MPI collectives over the whole cluster

DESCRIPTION

It runs the Intel(R) MPI Benchmarks for a predefined set of collectives to exercise the underlying MPI
installation.
This check ensures proper functionality of MPI collective operations.

METHOD

By default, the check executes the barrier benchmark using a pre-built binary among all compute nodes.

CONFIGURATION

benchmark

The name of the Intel(R) MPI Benchmark to run. The <benchmark> tag may be repeated to run multiple
benchmarks. See the Intel(R) MPI Benchmark documentation for a list of available collective benchmarks
(typically the name of the MPI collective operation with the MPI_ prefix removed, e.g., bcast for MPI_Bcast.)
Default value: barrier

build

It builds the Intel(R) MPI Benchmarks from source rather than using the prebuilt binary (external/IMB-
MPI1). This option requires the Intel(R) MPI Library SDK to be available. If true, the intel_mpi test module
is automatically added as a dependency. Additionally, it is advisable for the user to edit the configuration to
add test module intel_mpi_internode as a dependency.
Default value: false

fabric

A container for the network interconnect fabric to evaluate. The fabric block may be repeated to test multiple
interconnects.

device A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be defined more than once.
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported.
An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the
I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

msglen

It overrides the default IMB message length sequence of 0 to 2ˆi, where i ranges from 0 to 22. Instead, use
the message lengths defined in external/IMB_msglen: 0, 1, 2, 4, and 4,194,304. Use the msglen tag to
indicate true. This reduces the time required to run this test module but may not detect some failures.
Default value: false
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mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

EXAMPLE

<imb_collective_intel_mpi>
<benchmark>barrier</benchmark>
<benchmark>bcast</benchmark>
<fabric>

<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">sock</device>
</fabric>
<fabric>

<device>rdssm</device>
</fabric>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi-rt/3.0</mpi-path>

</imb_collective_intel_mpi>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mktemp, rm, tar, test, uname.

Test Modules: genuine_intel, intel_mpi_rt_internode, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation
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imb_message_integrity_intel_mpi

Check MPI message integrity over the whole cluster

DESCRIPTION

It compiles and runs the Intel(R) MPI Benchmarks checking the integrity of the messages by using the
Sendrcv test.
It checks every message comparing the result against the expected outcome and it reports communication
deficiencies. This check ensures the integrity of MPI the communication.

METHOD

By default, the check uses a pre-built binary of the benchmarks to check the rdssm fabric with the Sendrcv
test.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds the Intel(R) MPI Benchmarks from source rather than using the pre-built binary (external/IMB-
MPI1-DCHECK). This option requires the Intel(R) MPI Library SDK to be available. If it is configured, the
intel_mpi test module is automatically added as a dependency. Additionally, it is advisable for the user to
edit the configuration to add test module intel_mpi_internode as a dependency.
Default value: false

fabric

A container for the network interconnect fabric to evaluate. The fabric block may be repeated to test multiple
interconnects.

device A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS
styles are supported.
An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the
I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an options XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

msglen

It overrides the default IMB message length sequence of 0 to 2ˆi, where i ranges from 0 to 22. Instead, use
the message lengths defined in external/IMB_msglen.
Default value: false

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)
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EXAMPLE

<imb_message_integrity_intel_mpi>
<fabric>

<device>sock</device>
</fabric>
<fabric>

<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
</fabric>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi-rt/3.0</mpi-path>

</imb_message_integrity_intel_mpi>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, intel_mpi_rt_internode, sh, ssh, tmp

Commands: mktemp, rm, tar, test, uname

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation
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imb_pingpong_intel_mpi

Check network interconnect performance

DESCRIPTION

It checks the network interconnect performance and variation over the cluster nodes using the pingpong In-
tel(R) MPI Benchmark. The test module measures the performance between each pair of nodes. Deviation
is checked only if there are three or more valid results from the compute nodes.

METHOD

By default, a pre-built binary is executed over the rdssm fabric.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds the Intel(R) MPI Benchmarks from source rather than using the prebuilt binary (external/IMB-
MPI1). This option requires the Intel(R) MPI Library SDK to be available. If true, the intel_mpi test module
is automatically added as a dependency. Additionally, it is advisable for the user to edit the configuration to
add test module intel_mpi_internode as a dependency.
Default value: false

fabric

A container for the network interconnect fabric to evaluate. The fabric block may be repeated to test multiple
interconnects.

device A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be configured more than once.
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported.
An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the
I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an options XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

latency The maximum acceptable latency in microseconds. If a latency value is not configured, then no
latency check is performed.
Default value: none

latency-deviation The factor of allowed standard deviations from median, used to search for outlier val-
ues. The allowed range is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
The expected deviation is estimated according to the actual quantity of nodes, as the measured latency
distribution is correlated with the cluster size.
Default value: int(sqrt(number of nodes)) + 2

bandwidth The minimum acceptable bandwidth in MB/sec. If a bandwidth is not configured, then no
bandwidth check is performed.
Default value: none
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bandwidth-deviation The factor of allowed standard deviations from median, used to search for outlier
values. The allowed range is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
The expected deviation is estimated according to the actual quantity of nodes, as the measured bandwidth
distribution is correlated with the cluster size.
Default value: int(sqrt(number of nodes)) + 2

iterations

It sets the repetition count for each message size used by the benchmark and overall maximum number of
bytes transmitted in each message length (configured in MB). Bigger numbers avoid reflecting unexpected
network glitches at the expense of more execution time. The argument inside iterations can be 1 single or
2 comma separated:

<iterations >100<iterations/ >

It performs 100 iterations per message length.

<iterations >100,20<iterations/ >

It tries to perform 100 iterations per message length. However, it continues with the following message
length if the sum of all messages for the current length reaches 20MB.

For further details see the Intel MPI Benchmarks User Guide. To run the benchmark with its built-in defaults
use extended.
Default value: 500

msglen (Deprecated)

Prior to version 1.5 this option was used to request the benchmark to run with the message lengths defined
in an external file. Now, this is the standard execution mode. Instead of the default IMB message length
sequence use the sizes defined in external/IMB_msglen: 0, 1, 2, 4, 2097152 and 4,194,304. To have a
complete coverage of message lengths use extended.
Default value: use external/IMB_msglen file.

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

extended

It runs the IMB pingpong benchmark with its built-in defaults. This implies a longer execution time due to
extended checks, particularly, setting this causes two-way pings between each pair of nodes.

msglen

Test message lengths from 0 to 2ˆi, where i ranges from 0 to 22.

iterations

It transmits 1000 iterations per message length with a maximum of 40MB transmitted.

If this option and iterations are configured, the later one is ignored.
Default value: Disabled.
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EXAMPLE

<imb_pingpong_intel_mpi>
<fabric>

<bandwidth>110</bandwidth>
<bandwidth-deviation>3</bandwidth-deviation>
<device>sock</device>
<latency>35</latency>
<latency-deviation>3</latency-deviation>

</fabric>
<fabric>

<bandwidth>620</bandwidth>
<bandwidth-deviation>3</bandwidth-deviation>
<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
<latency>10</latency>
<latency-deviation>3</latency-deviation>

</fabric>
<iterations>100,20</iterations>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi/3.0</mpi-path>

</imb_pingpong_intel_mpi>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: matrix

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: sh, mpiexec, tar

Files: external/IMB_3.1.tar.gz

Test Modules: arch, genuine_intel, intel_mpi_rt_internode, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation
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imkl_hpl

Run the Intel(R) Optimized HPL Benchmark

DESCRIPTION

It runs an Intel(R) optimized version of the High Performance Linpack* (HPL) benchmark. This binary is
part of the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library package.

METHOD

It uses a prebuilt binary to exercise all cluster compute nodes at once. It uses the total memory available
in the cluster as an input parameter, but it is scaled down to get a fast but still representative benchmark
execution.

CONFIGURATION

hpldat

Absolute path to a user defined HPL configuration file (HPL.dat). If option is used (<hpldat>), all the HPL
configuration options (Ns, NBs, Ps and Qs) are ignored.
Default value: external/HPL.dat

Ns

The size of the problems to be used in calculation. It can be configured by the user with the <Ns> tag. If it
is not provided by the user, the test module is automatically set to use the 30% of the cluster total available
memory.
Default value: int ( sqrt ( total_cluster_memory / 8 ) * 0.3 )

NBs

The size of the atomic blocks used in the DGEMM operation and can be set by the user with the <NBs>
tag.
Default value: 168

Ps and Qs

Factors to define the division of the matrix, one for each dimension. They can be set by the user with
the <Ps> and <Qs> tags. It is important to take into account that the multiplication of Ps * Qs must be
equal to the total number of MPI processes (sum of all nodes). If no values are configured the test module
automatically calculates them according to the following rules.
Default value: Ps x Qs = Total # of MPI processes (sum of all nodes). Ps <= Qs. Ps as big as possible,
complying with former rules.

process-number

The number of MPI processes to start in each node that participates in the calculation. It can be configured
with the <process-number> tag or it is automatically set to the number of cores available in each node.
Default value: number of cores per node
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fabric

Container for the network interconnection fabric to use for the benchmark. It has to contain one tag speci-
fying the device type to be used (<device>) and optionally value of Tera Flops against which a comparison
is performed (<hpl>). The <fabric> block may be repeated to test multiple interconnects. If no fabric con-
tainer is configured the test module is assumed rdssm as the device to be used and no value of Tera Flops
to compare.
Default value: rdssm

device It is used to specify the device type in a fabric container. It has to be used once per fabric container
(<device>).
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported.
An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the
I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.

hpl The floating point operations per second expected for the configured fabric in TeraFLOPS (hpl). Com-
parisons are only performed if this option is included inside a fabric container with the configured device.
This parameter is optional. If it is not provided, the test module only runs the benchmark and collects the
result; no comparison is performed.

mpi-path

Optional. The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automati-
cally sets up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

scale-factor

The scaling value used to reduce the problem size calculated from the total available memory on the nodes
as returned by the MemTotal field of /proc/meminfo. This factor can be used to easily balance the execution
time versus the reported performance figures.
Default value: 0.3

EXAMPLE

This configuration is intended for a cluster that runs 8 MPI processes per node and uses 31 nodes. Note
that the total number of processes is process-number * 31, which is also equal to Ps * Qs.

<imkl_hpl>
<fabric>

<device>sock</device>
<hpl>1.8</hpl>

</fabric>
<fabric>

<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
<hpl>2.02</hpl>

</fabric>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/impi/3.2</mpi-path>
<process-number>8</process-number>
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<Ps>8</Ps>
<Qs>31</Qs>

</imkl_hpl>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: span

Level: 4

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat, grep, rm, sed, uname

Test Modules: core_count, genuine_intel, intel_mpi_rt_internode, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

HPL Benchmark: (http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl)

Intel(R) Math Kernel Library documentation

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation

This test module may take a long time to complete.
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intel_cc

Check the Intel(R) C++ Compiler

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Intel(R) C++ Compiler functionality.

METHOD

It checks the compiler version by building and executing C and C++ "Hello World" programs.

CONFIGURATION

cc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) C++ compiler. Setting this parameter automatically sets up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

version

The string that is compared to the Intel(R) C++ compiler build stamp.
Default value: none
Only the uniformity of the package ID is checked if version is not defined.

EXAMPLE

<intel_cc>
<cc-path>/opt/intel/cce/9.1</cc-path>

</intel_cc>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: test, which

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) C++ Compiler
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NOTES

This test module builds the Hello World binaries from source using the Intel(R) C++ Compiler. If you wish
to check the functionality of the compiler runtime only, see the intel_cce_rtl test module.
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intel_cc_rtl_version (intel_cc_rtl_9_1)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the 32-bit Intel(R) C++ Compiler runtime meets requirements.
Its former name intel_cc_rtl_9_1 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the 32-bit Intel(R) C++ Compiler runtime version to 9.1 or later.
If the path to the runtime libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes; then the
search is optimized and only a reference node is checked for compliance.
Having a functional Intel C++ runtime ensures that binaries run without extra configuration steps.
It confirm that the following libraries are present on all nodes:

/opt/intel/cc/ <version >/lib

libcprts.so (9.x only), libcprts.so.5 (9.x only), libcxa.so (9.x only),
libcxa.so.5 (9.x only), libcxaguard.so, libcxaguard.so.5, libguide.so,
libguide_stats.so, libimf.so, libintlc.so (10.x and 11.x),
libintlc.so.5 (10.x and 11.x), libirc.so, libsvml.so,
libunwind.so (9.x only), libunwind.so.5 (9.x only)

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) C++ Compiler documentation
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intel_cce_rtl

Check the Intel(R) C++ Compiler runtime libraries

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Intel(R) C++ Compiler runtime libraries.
Having a functional Intel C++ runtime ensures that binaries will run without extra configuration steps.

METHOD

It runs C and C++ "Hello World" binaries on the compute nodes.

CONFIGURATION

cc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) C++ Compiler installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets
up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

EXAMPLE

<intel_cce_rtl>
<cc-path>/opt/intel/cce/9.1</cc-path>

</intel_cce_rtl>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

NOTES

This test module does not build the Hello World binaries using the Intel(R) C++ Compiler. If you
wish to check the functionality of the compiler itself, see the intel_cc test module.
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intel_cce_rtl_version (intel_cce_rtl_9_1)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the 64-bit Intel C++ Compiler runtime meets requirements.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name intel_cce_rtl_9_1 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the 64-bit Intel(R) C++ Compiler runtime version to 9.1 or later.
If the path to the runtime libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes; then the
search is optimized and only a reference node is checked for compliance.
It confirms that the following files are present on all nodes:

/opt/intel/cce/ <version >/lib

libclusterguide.so (9.x only), libclusterguide_stats.so (9.x only),
libcprts.so (9.x only), libcprts.so.5 (9.x only), libcxa.so (9.x only),
libcxa.so.5 (9.x only), libcxaguard.so, libcxaguard.so.5, libguide.so,
libguide_stats.so, libimf.so, libintlc.so (10.x and 11.x),
libintlc.so.5 (10.x and 11.x), libirc.so, libomp_db.so,
libompstub.so (10.x and 11.x), libsvml.so, libunwind.so (9.x only),
libunwind.so.5 (9.x only)

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) C++ Compiler documentation
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intel_cmkl_rtl_version (intel_cmkl_rtl_9_0)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library Cluster Edition runtime meets requirements.
Its former name intel_cmkl_rtl_9_0 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library Cluster Edition runtime version to 9.0 or later.
If the path to the runtime libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes; then the
search is optimized and only a reference node is checked for compliance.
It confirms that the following files are present on all nodes:

lib/32

libguide.so, libmkl.so (until 10.1), libmkl_core.so (10.0 and later),
libmkl_def.so, libmkl_gf.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_ias.so (9.0 and 9.1
only), libmkl_intel.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_intel_thread.so (10.0 and
later), libmkl_lapack.so (9.1 and later), libmkl_lapack32.so (9.0 only),
libmkl_lapack64.so (9.0 only), libmkl_p3.so (up to 10.0), libmkl_p4.so,
libmkl_p4m.so, libmkl_p4p.so, libmkl_sequential.so (10.0 and later),
libmkl_vml_def.so, libmkl_vml_ia.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_vml_p3.so
(up to 10.0), libmkl_vml_p4.so, libmkl_vml_p4m.so, libmkl_vml_p4m2.so
(10.0 and later), libmkl_vml_p4p.so, libvml.so (9.0 and 9.1 only)

lib/em64t

libguide.so, libmkl.so (until 10.1), libmkl_core.so (10.0 and later),
libmkl_def.so, libmkl_gf_ilp64.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_gf_lp64.so (10.0
and later), libmkl_ias.so (9.0 and 9.1 only), libmkl_intel_ilp64.so (10.0
and later), libmkl_intel_ilp64.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_intel_lp64.so
(10.0 and later), libmkl_intel_sp2dp.so (10.0 and later),
libmkl_intel_thread.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_lapack.so (9.1 and later),
libmkl_lapack32.so (9.0 only), libmkl_lapack64.so (9.0 only), libmkl_mc.so,
libmkl_p4n.so, libmkl_sequential.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_vml_def.so,
libmkl_vml_mc.so, libmkl_vml_mc2.so (10.0 and later), libmkl_vml_p4n.so,
libvml.so (9.0 and 9.1 only)

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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SEE ALSO

Intel(R) Math Kernel Library Cluster Edition documentation
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intel_devtools_version (intel_devtools_1_0)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks the compliance of the cluster against the "Development Clusters and Tools" section of the Intel(R)
Cluster Ready Specification version 1.1.
Its former name intel_devtools_1_0 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Intel(R) C++ Compiler version to 9.1.038 or later and it confirms that the following files are
present:

bin/icc

It compares the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler version to 9.1.032 or later and it confirms that the following files
are present:

bin/ifort

It compares the Intel(R) MPI Library version to 3.0.033 or later and it confirms that the following files are
present:

inside bin: mpicc, mpicxx, mpif77, mpif90, mpiicc, mpiicpc, mpiifort, mpicc, mpicxx,

inside bin64: mpif77, mpif90, mpiicc, mpiicpc, mpiifort

It compares the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library Cluster Edition version to 9.0.017 or later.
It compares the Intel(R) Trace Analyzer and Collector version to 7.0.1 or later and it confirms that the
following files are present:

bin/traceanalyzer

It compares the Intel(R) Debugger version to 9.1 or later and it confirms that the following files are present:

bin/idb

It compares the Intel(R) Thread Checker version to 3.0 or later.
It compares the Intel(R) Thread Profiler version to 1.0 or later.
It compares the Intel(R) VTune(TM) Performance Analyzer version to 8.0.4 or later.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: find, grep, perl, xargs

Test Modules: genuine_intel, perl, sh
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SEE ALSO

Intel Software Tools documentation
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intel_ethernet_driver

Check Intel(R) Ethernet Network Drivers

DESCRIPTION

It verifies Intel Ethernet network drivers. The load status and the uniformity of the required driver is checked
across the nodes. Their interrupt throttle rate should be disabled to decrease communication latency.
The test module automatically selects the driver to be used during the check according to the available
hardware. Built-in support is provided for e1000, e1000e, igb, ixgb and ixgbe. The driver configuration tag
can be used to override detection or to check unsupported drivers.
For more details check http://www.intel.com/design/network/drivers/.

CONFIGURATION

options

The options that are required in the driver configuration. Only indeterminate findings are reported if it is not
defined, otherwise the check fails.
Default value: InterruptThrottleRate=0,0

version

The string to be used as required driver version.
Default value: none

Example

The following example explicitly configures the test module to check for the igb and ixgbe drivers.

<intel_ethernet_driver>
<driver>

<name>igb</name>
<options>InterruptThrottleRate=0,0</options>
<version>5.2.52-k3</version>

</driver>
<driver>

<name>ixgb</name>
<version>1.0.126-k4-NAPI</version>

</driver>
</intel_ethernet_driver>

MODULE CLASS

vector

DEPENDENCIES

genuine_intel

sh

ssh
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EXTERNAL DEPENDENCIES

grep

lsmod

md5sum

modinfo

modprobe

strings

NOTES

The /etc/modprobe.conf configuration file needs to have enough permissions to be read during execution
to verify the drivers’ configuration.
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intel_fc

Check the Intel(R) Fortran compiler

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler functionality.

METHOD

It examines the compiler version by building and executing a Fortran "Hello World" program.

CONFIGURATION

fc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler. Setting this parameter automatically sets up the environ-
ment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

version

The string that is compared to the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler build stamp.
Default value: none
If version is not configured, then the specific compiler version is not checked. Only the uniformity of the
package ID is verified throughout the cluster nodes.

EXAMPLE

<intel_fc>
<fc-path>/opt/intel/fce/9.1</fc-path>

</intel_fc>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

EXTERNAL DEPENDENCIES

Intel(R) Fortran Compiler
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NOTES

This test module builds the Hello World binary from source using the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler. If
you wish to check the functionality of the compiler runtime only, see the intel_fce_rtl test
module.
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intel_fc_rtl_version (intel_fc_rtl_9_1)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the 32-bit Intel(R) Fortran Compiler runtime meets requirements.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name intel_fc_rtl_9_1 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the 32-bit Intel(R) Fortran Compiler runtime version to 9.1 or above. If the path to the runtime
libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes, then the search is optimized and
only a reference node is checked for compliance.
It confirms that the following files are present on all nodes:

lib/

libcprts.so (9.x only), libcprts.so.5 (9.x only), libcxa.so (9.x only), libcxa.so.5 (9.x only), libcxaguard.so,
libcxaguard.so.5, libguide.so, libguide_stats.so, libifcoremt.so, libifcoremt.so.5, libifcore.so, libifcore.so.5,
libifport.so, libifport.so.5, libimf.so, libintlc.so (10.x and 11.x), libintlc.so.5 (10.x and 11.x), libirc.so, lib-
svml.so, libunwind.so (9.x only), libunwind.so.5 (9.x only)

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) Fortran Compiler documentation
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intel_fce_rtl

Check the Intel(R) Fortran compiler runtime libraries

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Intel(R) Fortran compiler runtime libraries.
Having a functional Intel Fortran runtime ensures that binaries run without extra configuration steps.

METHOD

The test module runs a Fortran "Hello World" binary on the compute nodes.

CONFIGURATION

fc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically
sets up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

EXAMPLE

<intel_fce_rtl>
<fc-path>/opt/intel/fce/9.1</fc-path>

</intel_fce_rtl>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) Fortran Compiler documentation

NOTES

This test module does not build the Hello World binary using the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler. If you
wish to check the functionality of the compiler itself, see the intel_fc test module.
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intel_fce_rtl_version (intel_fce_rtl_9_1)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the 64-bit Intel(R) Fortran Compiler runtime meets requirements.
Its former name intel_fce_rtl_9_1 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the 64-bit Intel(R) Fortran Compiler runtime version to 9.1 or later.
If the path to the runtime libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes, then the
search is optimized and only a reference node is checked for compliance.
It confirm that the following files are present on all nodes:

lib:

libclusterguide.so (9.x only), libclusterguide_stats.so (9.x only), libcprts.so (9.x only), libcprts.so.5
(9.x only), libcxa.so (9.x only), libcxa.so.5 (9.x only), libcxaguard.so, libcxaguard.so.5, libguide.so,
libguide_stats.so, libifcoremt.so, libifcoremt.so.5, libifcore.so, libifcore.so.5, libifport.so, libifport.so.5,
libimf.so, libintlc.so (10.x and 11.x), libintlc.so.5 (10.x and 11.x), libirc.so, libomp_db.so, libompstub.so
(10.x and 11.x), libsvml.so, libunwind.so (9.x only), libunwind.so.5 (9.x only)

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) Fortran Compiler documentation
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intel_mpi

Check the Intel(R) MPI Library

DESCRIPTION

It checks the functionality of Intel(R) MPI Library on each node. This test module does not check that
inter-node functionality of Intel(R) MPI Library.

METHOD

The test module checks the permissions on $HOME/.mpd.conf, starts and stops mpds, compiles a MPI
Hello World binary from source, and runs the program on one or more Intel(R) MPI Library devices.
By default, the rdssm fabric is used to launch 4 local processes.

CONFIGURATION

device

A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be configured more than once.
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported. An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one
of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition must
match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

process-number

The number of MPI processes to run on each node
Default value: 4

Example

<intel_mpi>
<device>sock</device>
<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi/3.0</mpi-path>
<process-number>2</process-number>

</intel_mpi>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: gcc, genuine_intel, hostname, loopback, python, sh, shm_mount, ssh, tmp

Commands: mktemp, stat, rm

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation

NOTES

This test module builds the MPI Hello World binary from source using the MPI Library compiler wrappers
(i.e., mpicc.) If you wish to check the functionality of the MPI runtime only, see the intel_mpi_rt test module.
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intel_mpi_internode

Check the Intel(R) MPI Library

DESCRIPTION

It checks the functionality of Intel(R) MPI Library on all cluster nodes.

METHOD

It starts and stops mpds, compiles a MPI Hello World program from source, and runs the program on one
or more Intel(R) MPI Library devices.
By default, the test uses the rdssm fabric to execute 4 processes on each compute node. It automatically
sets I_MPI_USE_DYNAMIC_CONNECTIONS=1.

CONFIGURATION

device

A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be configured more than once.
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported. An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one
of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has
to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up the envi-
ronment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

process-number

The number of MPI processes to run on each node
Default value: 4

EXAMPLE

<intel_mpi_internode>
<device>sock</device>
<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi/3.0</mpi-path>

</intel_mpi_internode>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mktemp, rm

Test Modules: gcc, genuine_intel, hostname, intel_mpi, loopback, sh, single_authentication, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation

NOTES

This test module builds the MPI Hello World binary from source using the MPI Library compiler wrappers
(i.e., mpicc). If you wish to check the functionality of the MPI runtime only, see the intel_mpi_rt_internode
test module.
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intel_mpi_rt

Check the functionality of the Intel(R) MPI Library Runtime Environment

DESCRIPTION

It checks the basic functionality of the Intel(R) MPI Library Runtime Environment on each node.
It does not check the inter-node functionality of the Intel(R) MPI Library. Instead, it checks the permissions
on $HOME/.mpd.conf, starts and stops mpds, and runs a single-node MPI Hello World program on one or
more Intel(R) MPI Library devices.

METHOD

By default, the test module exercises 4 MPI processes over different network devices by using the shm and
the sock I_MPI_DEVICES (or the shm and tcp I_MPI_FABRICS). Furthermore, if the /etc/dat.conf file or the
DAT_OVERRIDE variable are present it also locally exercises the rdma (or dapl) fabric device.
The I_MPI_FABRICS style is used if Intel MPI Library 4.x or later is detected.

CONFIGURATION

device

A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be defined more than once.
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported. An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires
one of: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match
{shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra Intel MPI Library options can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are
reordered as required by the library, placing global modifiers first.

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

process-number

The number of MPI processes to run on each node
Default value: 4

tune

Use this option to test the Intel(R) MPI Library Runtime Environment tune functionality. This option adds a
subtest on which the MPI Hello World program is executed with the mpiexec -tune option.

<tune/ >

One empty tag to enable the feature and let the Intel MPI Library search for the best tuning file
available. This makes sense for version 3.0 or later.
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<tune >USER_CUSTOM_TUNE_FILE</tune >

It specifies the complete path to a user-created tuning file.

It is a mandatory requirement that the provided file has a valid format and MPI options. This will make
sense for Intel MPI Library 4.0 or later.

For details on how/where tuning files are automatically searched and details on how to manually create
them refer to the Intel MPI Library reference manual.
Default value: Disabled

EXAMPLE

<intel_mpi_rt>
<device>sock</device>
<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi-rt/3.0</mpi-path>
<process-number>2</process-number>

</intel_mpi_rt>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 2

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mktemp, stat, rm

Test Modules: genuine_intel, hostname, loopback, python, sh, shm_mount, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation

NOTES

This test module does not build the MPI Hello World binary using the MPI Library compiler wrappers (i.e.,
mpicc). If you wish to check the functionality of the Intel MPI Library compiler wrappers, see the intel_mpi
test module.
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intel_mpi_rt_internode

Check the functionality of the Intel(R) MPI Library Runtime Environment

DESCRIPTION

It checks the basic functionality of Intel(R) MPI Library Runtime Environment over the cluster nodes.

METHOD

It starts and stops mpds, and runs a MPI Hello World program on one or more Intel(R) MPI Library devices.
It automatically sets I_MPI_USE_DYNAMIC_CONNECTIONS=1.
By default, the rdssm fabric is used to launch 4 processes on each compute node.

CONFIGURATION

device

A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be configured more than once. Both
I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported.
An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the
I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Any extra MPI option can be provided by using an "options" XML attribute. The options are reordered as
required by MPI, placing global ones first.
Default value: rdssm

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

process-number

The number of MPI processes to start on each node
Default value: 4

EXAMPLE

<intel_mpi_rt_internode>
<device>sock</device>
<device options="-genv I_MPI_DEBUG 5">rdssm</device>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi-rt/3.0</mpi-path>

</intel_mpi_rt_internode>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 2

Scope: compute
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DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mktemp, rm

Test Modules: genuine_intel, hostname, intel_mpi_rt, loopback, sh, single_authentication, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation

NOTES

This test module does not build the MPI Hello World binary using the MPI Library compiler wrappers (i.e.,
mpicc.) If you wish to check the functionality of the MPI compiler wrappers, see the intel_mpi_internode
test module.
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intel_mpi_rtl_version (intel_mpi_rt_3_0_033)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the Intel(R) MPI Library runtime meets requirements.
Its former name intel_mpi_rt_3_0_033 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Intel(R) MPI Library version to 3.0 build 033 or later.
If the path to the runtime libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes, then the
search is optimized and only a reference node is checked for compliance.
It confirms that the following files are present on all nodes:

Binaries in bin, bin64:

mpdallexit, mpdallexit.py, mpdboot, mpdboot.py, mpdcheck, mpdcheck.py, mpdchkpyver.py, mpdcleanup,
mpdcleanup.py, mpdexit, mpdexit.py, mpdgdbdrv.py, mpdhelp, mpdhelp.py, mpdkilljob, mpdkilljob.py,
mpdlib.py, mpdlistjobs, mpdlistjobs.py, mpdman.py, mpd, mpd.py, mpdringtest, mpdringtest.py, mp-
droot, mpdrun, mpdrun.py, mpdsigjob, mpdsigjob.py, mpdtrace, mpdtrace.py, mpiexec, mpiexec.py,
mpirun, mtv.so

Libraries in lib, lib64:

libmpi.so.3.1, libmpi.so.2.1, libmpi.so, libmpi.so.3.2 (4.x only), libmpi.so.4 (4.x only), libmpi.so.4.0 (4.x
only), libmpi_mt.so.3.1, libmpi_mt.so, libmpi_mt.so.3.2 (4.x only), libmpi_mt.so.4 (4.x only), libmpi_mt.so.4.0
(4.x only), libmpigc3.so.3.1, libmpigc3.so.2.1, libmpigc3.so, libmpigc3.so.3.2 (4.x only), libmpigc3.so.4
(4.x only), libmpigc3.so.4.0 (4.x only), libmpigc4.so, libmpigc4.so.3.1 (4.x only), libmpigc4.so.3.2 (4.x
only), libmpigc4.so.4 (4.x only), libmpigc4.so.4.0 (4.x only), libmpigf.so.3.1, libmpigf.so.2.1, libmpigf.so,
libmpigf.so.3.2 (4.x only), libmpigf.so.4 (4.x only), libmpigf.so.4.0 (4.x only), libmpiic.so.3.1, libmpiic.so.2.1,
libmpiic.so, libmpiic.so.3.2 (4.x only), libmpiic.so.4 (4.x only), libmpiic.so.4.0 (4.x only), libmpiic4.so,
libmpiic4.so.3.2 (4.x only), libmpiif.so.3. (4.x only), libmpiif.so.3.1, libmpiif.so.2.1, libmpiif.so

Libraries in lib:

libmpiec.so.3.1 (3.0 only), libmpiec.so.2.1 (3.0 only), libmpiec.so (3.0 only), libmpief.so.3.1 (3.0 only),
libmpief.so.2.1 (3.0 only), libmpief.so (3.0 only), libmpigc.so.3.1 (3.0 only), libmpigc.so.2.1 (3.0 only),
libmpigc.so (3.0 only),

Libraries in lib64:

libmpigc4.so.3.1, libmpiic4.so.3.1

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: stat, find

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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intel_mpi_testsuite

Check the Intel(R) MPI Library runtime and network stack

DESCRIPTION

intel_mpi_testsuite is an Intel(R) Cluster Checker test module used to check the Intel(R) MPI Library runtime
and network stack by running the Intel(R) MPI Library Test Suite.
By default, the rdssm fabric is used to execute the mpich-test set included in the suite. Other sets may be
added if it is required as detailed below.

CONFIGURATION

cc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) C++ Compiler installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets
up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

device

A string to specify which Intel(R) MPI Library device to use. It may be defined more than once.
Both I_MPI_DEVICE and I_MPI_FABRICS styles are supported. An I_MPI_DEVICE definition requires one
of the following: sock, shm, ssm, rdma, rdssm. In the case of the I_MPI_FABRICS style, the definition has
to match {shm,dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}:{dapl,tcp,ptl,tmi,ofa}.
Default value: rdssm

exclude

The test names to skip when checking results, it can be used to avoid reporting tests that are known to fail.
It may be used multiple times.
The following tests are known to be non-portable among different MPI versions so their results are excluded
to avoid false positives.

c/grp_ctxt_comm/error/MPI_Group_trans_ranks_err4

c/topo/error/MPI_Cart_create_err2

c/topo/error/MPI_Cart_map_err3

c/topo/error/MPI_Graph_create_err5

fortran/grp_ctxt_comm/error/MPI_Group_trans_ranks_err4

fortran/grp_ctxt_comm/functional/MPI_Intercomm_create1

fortran/grp_ctxt_comm/functional/MPI_Intercomm_merge1

fortran/topo/error/MPI_Cart_create_err2

fortran/topo/error/MPI_Cart_map_err3

fortran/topo/error/MPI_Graph_create_err5

io/file_info
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mpi/cxx/comm/commname2

mpi/cxx/init/baseenv

mpi/f77/init/baseenvf

mpi/f77/rma/winaccf

mpi/f77/rma/winfencef

mpi/f77/rma/wingetf

mpi/f77/rma/winscale1f

mpi/f77/rma/winscale2f

mpi/init/version

mpi/topo/cartsuball

fc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) Fortran Compiler installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically
sets up the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

mpi-path

The base path to the Intel(R) MPI Library installation directory. Setting this parameter automatically sets up
the environment.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

set

The test suite set to be executed. It may be used multiple times.
Unless explicitly configured, only the mpich-test set is included. The other available sets are IntelMPITEST,
mpich2-test and mpicxxtest.
Only the configured sets are executed if the tag is used.
Default value: mpich-test

EXAMPLE

<intel_mpi_testsuite>
<device>sock</device>
<device>rdssm:Openib-ib0</device>
<mpi-path>/opt/intel/mpi-rt/3.0</mpi-path>
<set>IntelMPITEST</set>

</intel_mpi_testsuite>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 5

Scope: compute
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DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, intel_cce_rtl, intel_fce_rtl, intel_mpi_rt_internode, sh, ssh, tmp

System commands: mkdir, rm, tar

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) C++ Library documentation

Intel(R) Fortran Library documentation

Intel(R) MPI Library documentation

Intel(R) MPI Library Test Suite documentation

NOTES

This test module may take a long time to complete.
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intel_tbb_rtl_version (intel_tbb_rtl_1_0)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the Intel(R) Threading Building Blocks runtime meets requirements.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name intel_tbb_rtl_1_0 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Intel(R) Threading Building Blocks runtime version to 1.0 or above.
If the path to the runtime libraries is located in a shared filesystem and it is the same for all nodes, then the
search is optimized and only a reference node is checked for compliance.
It confirms that the following libraries are present on all nodes, only for version 1.0 of the specification:

/opt/intel/tbb/ <version >/lib

libtbb.so, libtbb_debug.so, libtbbmalloc.so, libtbbmalloc_debug.so

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) Threading Building Blocks documentation
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ip_consistency

Check that all nodes are able to ping all other nodes

DESCRIPTION

It checks that every node can ping every other node. It also checks that the IP address resolution for every
host works from every other one.

METHOD

It checks whether every node can get through to each other by using the ping command, and if every node
resolves the same IP address for each node.

CONFIGURATION

nodefile

This container allows the inclusion of additional nodefiles. It can be repeated to check multiple fabrics at
once.
Since the head node may not have access to all networks, a reference compute node is used to check the
connectivity to nodes. It is therefore assumed that this node belongs to all networks that are being tested.

EXAMPLE

<ip_consistency>
<nodefile>/etc/intel/clck/nodefile_messaging</nodefile>
<nodefile>/etc/intel/clck/nodefile_storage</nodefile>

</ip_consistency>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: matrix

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ping

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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ipoib

Check that the InfiniBand* devices are configured

DESCRIPTION

It checks that all the InfiniBand* devices are properly configured. By default, all IP-over-IB devices reported
by ifconfig are checked.

CONFIGURATION

down

The configured device should not be verified. This option may be configured multiple times to mark more
than one port as down.
Default value: none

no_device

This configuration option allows checking compute nodes with no adapters and it reports the result with a
notice severity.

EXAMPLE

<ipoib>
<down>ib1</down>
<group name="A">

<no_device/>
</group>

</ipoib>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ifconfig

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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iwarp

Check uniformity of iWarp devices

DESCRIPTION

It checks uniformity of the iWarp devices among cluster nodes. The test module confirms that iWarp network
adapters have the same characteristics.
Additionally, it allows the user to check for defined values of specific items. By default, a basic list of devices
characteristics is compared.

METHOD

The test module gathers iWarp device information from ibv_devinfo and checks their uniformity and correct-
ness if values are configured.

CONFIGURATION

adapter

A container for the iWarp adapter device. The adapter block may be repeated to check multiple adapters.

device

The device name of the adapter, e.g. nes0. This option must be defined once for each adapter
container.

Default value: none

down-port

A port that should not be verified and is considered in down state in the adapter containing this tag.
This option may be defined multiple times to mark more than one port as down.

Default value: none

item

A container to check the correctness of a specific iWarp device item against a user provided value. It
can be used to check device base items or ports specific items. For the device base items, just put
the <item> tag inside an <adapter> container. For port specific items, use the <item> configuration
tag inside a <port> container. The <item> tag can be repeated multiple times to check several items.
Both <name> and <value> tags must be included in each occurrence.

name
The item name to be checked. This tag is mandatory in the <item> container.
Default value: none

value
The expected value of the item to be checked. This tag is mandatory in the <item> container.
Default value: none

port

A container for an iWarp adapter port specific configuration options. The port block may be repeated
to test multiple ports.

port-number
The port number in the adapter, e.g. 1. This option must be defined once for each port container.
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exclude

It excludes an iWarp device item from the comparison. It may be configured multiple times to exclude more
than one item and it can be defined at:

base level

All matching items of every adapter (base or port specific) are excluded.

within an adapter container

All matching items of a specific adapter (base or port specific) are excluded.

within a port container

All matching items of a specific port in a defined adapter are excluded.

An exclude defined at one level includes all levels below it. E.g.: the test excludes port items that match
port level excludes, or adapter level excludes, or base level excludes. The string is interpreted as a Bash*
pattern matching expression. Special characters * and ? that match characters . and /.
Default values: "node_guid", "sys_image_guid", "port_lid", "*GID*".

extended_match

Use the verbose version of the ibv_devinfo command when determining uniformity. By default, the test
module uses the normal output of the command. Specifying this option the test module includes extra items
that are normally not compared.
Default value: false

ibv_devinfo-path

ibv_devinfo command installation directory. If it is not defined the tool assumes it is in the user PATH.
Default value: none, assume it is in the user PATH.

no_device

This configuration option allows checking compute nodes with no adapters and reports the result with a
notice severity. This feature allows the test module to run in clusters that contain many sub-clusters with
different interconnectivity, without reporting findings.

EXAMPLE

The following example:

Excludes:

all item from all adapters that match ’*id*’

all items from adapter ’nes1’ that match ’*ver*’ or ’*id*’

all items from port ’1’ of adapter ’nes1’ that are equal to ’state’ or ’mtu’ , or match ’*ver*’
or ’*id*’ .

Checks the correctness of:

base items ’board_id’ and ’hw_ver’ in adapter ’nes0’

port item ’sm_lid’ in port ’1’ of adapter ’nes1’
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port items ’sm_lid’ and ’port_lmc’ in port ’2’ of adapter ’nes1’

<iwarp>
<exclude>*id*</exclude>
<adapter>

<device>nes0</device>
<item>

<name>board_id</name>
<value>NES020 Board ID</value>

</item>
<item>

<name>hw_ver</name>
<value>0x5</value>

</item>
</adapter>
<adapter>

<exclude>*ver*</exclude>
<device>nes1</device>
<port>

<exclude>mtu</exclude>
<exclude>state</exclude>
<port-number>1</port-number>
<item>

<name>sm_lid</name>
<value>1</value>

</item>
</port>
<port>

<port-number>2</port-number>
<item>

<name>sm_lid</name>
<value>1</value>

</item>
<item>

<name>port_lmc</name>
<value>0x00</value>

</item>
</port>

</adapter>
</iwarp>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ibv_devinfo
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Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution*
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java_version (java_1_4_2)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the Java Runtime Environment meets requirements.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name java_1_4_2 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Java Runtime Environment version to 1.4.2 or later by executing java with the version option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: java

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Java Runtime Environment documentation
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jdk_version (jdk_1_4_2)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks compliance of the cluster against the "Development Clusters and Tools" section of the Intel(R)
Cluster Ready Specification version 1.1.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the speci-
fication. This set of libraries can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name jdk_1_4_2 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Java compiler version to 1.4.2 or later by executing javac with the version option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: javac

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Java Software Development Kit documentation
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kernel

Check the uniformity of the kernel version on all nodes

DESCRIPTION

It checks the kernel version of a node.

METHOD

It compares the output of the uname command in all nodes.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: uname

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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kernel_modules

Check the loaded Linux kernel modules

DESCRIPTION

It checks the list of loaded kernel modules. It checks the uniformity of the kernel modules loaded on the
compute nodes. If the head node is also a compute node, the head node may have additional kernel
modules.

METHOD

The list of kernel modules is extracted using the lsmod command.
By default, the union of the kernel modules in all the compute nodes is used as reference list. A predefined
set of kernel modules (known to vary and with no effect) is excluded by default.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

It excludes a kernel module from the comparison, i.e., it disregards any non-uniformity between nodes.
The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching expression. Special characters * and ? do match
characters . and /. It may be configured multiple times.
Default values: joydev, sr_mod, usb_storage, ohci_hcd

extended_match

It uses the full lsmod output when determining uniformity. By default, it only checks whether the kernel
module is loaded. Specifying this option includes the size, load count, and list of referring kernel modules
in the uniformity check.
Default value: false

module

It explicitly checks that the configured kernel module is loaded. It may be configured multiple times to
include more than one kernel module.
Default value: none

EXAMPLE

<kernel_modules>
<exclude>sunrpc</exclude>
<extended_match/>
<module>ipoib</module>
<module>e1000</module>

</kernel_modules>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: lsmod

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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kernel_parameters

Check the uniformity of the kernel runtime parameters

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of the kernel runtime parameters among all nodes. The test module uses the sysctl
program to collect the kernel parameters.
By default, all reported parameters (except a predefined set) are included in the comparison.

METHOD

The sysctl command is used to gather information from kernel configuration.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

Kernel parameter to be excluded from the check based on a regular expression match. The string is
interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching expression. The special characters * and ? do match characters .
and /. This option may be configured more than once to exclude multiple parameters.
Default values: ’dev.cdrom.info’ , ’fs.binfmt_misc.jexec’ , ’fs.dentry-state’ , ’fs.file-max’ ,
’fs.file-nr’ , ’fs.inode-nr’ , ’fs.inode-state’ , ’fs.nfs*’ , ’fs.quota.syncs’ , ’kernel.domainname’ ,
’kernel.hostname’ , ’kernel.pty.nr’ , ’lnet.buffers’ , ’lnet.memused’ , ’lnet.nis’ , ’lnet.peers’ ,
’lnet.routes’ , ’lnet.stats’ , ’lustre.memused’ , ’lustre.memused_max’ , ’net.ipv4.conf.*’ ,
’net.ipv4.neigh.*’ , ’net.ipv4.netfilter.*’ , ’net.ipv6.conf.*’ , ’net.ipv6.neigh.*’ ,
’*random*’ , ’sunrpc.transports’ .

EXAMPLE

<kernel_parameters>
<exclude>eth1</exclude>

</kernel_parameters>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: sysctl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, mount_proc, sh, ssh
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kernel_version (kernel_2_6_17)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the Linux kernel meets requirements.
Its former name kernel_2_6_17 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the kernel version with the sufficient kernels list from the Intel(R) Cluster Ready specifica-
tion. Besides specific exceptions, the kernel should be version 2.6.17 or later as reported by the uname
command.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: uname

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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ksh

Check the Korn Shell

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Korn Shell functionality.

METHOD

It checks if /bin/ksh is present and runs a "Hello World" script.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ksh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp
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lib32_counterpart_lib64

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the 32-bit libraries meet requirements.

METHOD

It confirms that all 32-bit libraries in the dynamic linker cache have a 64-bit counterpart.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

Optional tag to avoid testing libraries for which it is known that the 32 and 64 bit versions are not available
and have no impact on the system. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching expression. The
special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. This option may be repeated to exclude more than
one library name.
Default values:

libMrm.so.2, libNoVersion.so.1, libUil.so.2, libXm.so.2,
libh323_linux_x86_r.so.1.13.4, libnss_compat.so.1, libnss_dns.so.1,
libnss_files.so.1, libnss_nis.so.1, libqthreads.so.12, libg++-1.so.2,
libg++-libc6.2-2.so.3, libg++.so.2.7.2, libjpeg.so.6, libncurses.so.4,
libstdc++-libc6.1-1.so.2, libstdc++-libc6.1-2.so.3,
libstdc++-libc6.2-2.so.3, libstdc++.so.2.7.2, libstdc++.so.2.8,
libstdc++.so.2.9, libsdp_sys.so, libsdp_sys.so.1.

EXAMPLE

<lib32_counterpart_lib64>
<exclude>libxml2.so.2</exclude>
<exclude>libz.so</exclude>

</lib32_counterpart_lib64>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ldconfig

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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loopback

Check that the loopback address is correctly configured

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the loopback address is correctly configured.

METHOD

The loopback address (127.0.0.1) has to correspond to "localhost" in /etc/hosts, and both have to respond
to ping.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: grep, ping

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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lsb

Check uniformity of the LSB (Linux Standard Base*) information

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity and contents of the LSB information returned by the lsb_release utility.
Besides checking that all cluster nodes have similar LSB information, the test module can be configured to
validate specific content on the output.

METHOD

The lsb_release utility is used to gather information about LSB compliance. By default, only uniformity is
verified.

CONFIGURATION

codename

It specifies the expected codename according to the distribution release.

description

It specifies the expected single line text description of the distribution.

distribution

It specifies the string id of the distributor.

release

It specifies the expected release number of the distribution.

version

It specifies the expected version of the LSB specification compliance.

EXAMPLE

<lsb>
<codename> Tikanga </codename>
<description>

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 5.3 (Tikanga)
</description>
<distribution> RedHatEnterpriseServer </distribution>
<release> 5.3 </release>
<version>

core-3.1-amd64:core-3.1-ia32:core-3.1-noarch:graphics-3.1-amd64:graphics-3.1-ia32:graphics-3.1-noarch
</version>

</lsb>
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MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: lsb_release

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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memory_bandwidth_stream

Check the memory bandwidth of a node using the STREAM benchmark

DESCRIPTION

It checks the memory bandwidth of each node using the Triad STREAM benchmark and its deviation among
the cluster nodes. Deviation is checked only if there are three or more valid results from the compute nodes.

METHOD

STREAM is configured to use a 10 million element array by default using a pre-compiled binary, which
requires nearly 229 MB of memory.

CONFIGURATION

bandwidth

The minimum acceptable Triad memory bandwidth, in MB/s.
Default value: none

build

It builds STREAM from source rather than using the pre-built binary at external/stream. If it is true, the
intel_cc test module is added as a dependency to check that Intel(R) C Compiler is available and functional.

build-options

This option enables the modification of the following test parameters when using the build option:

n Array size.
Default value: 10000000

ntimes Number of times each test is repeated.
Default value: 10

offset Offset of the array size (n).
Default value: 0

cc-path

The base path to the Intel(R) C++ Compiler.
Default value: none (inherit environment)

cflags

The Intel(R) C++ Compiler flags to be passed during build. These options are expected to be valid, other-
wise unexpected behavior may occur. If flags are specified they will override the default ones.
Default value: -O3 -openmp -opt-streaming-stores always
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deviation

The factor of allowed standard deviations from median, used to search for outlier values. The allowed range
is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
Default value: 3

threads

The number of OpenMP threads to be used during execution. This is equivalent to the OMP_NUM_THREADS
environment variable.
Default value: ALL

EXAMPLE

<memory_bandwidth_stream>
<bandwidth>3600</bandwidth>
<cc-path>/opt/intel/cce/9.1</cc-path>
<cflags>-O3 -openmp</cflags>
<deviation>3</deviation>
<build/>
<build-options>

<n>1000</n>
<ntimes>5</ntimes>
<offset>0</offset>

</build-options>
</memory_bandwidth_stream>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, intel_cce_rtl, sh, ssh, tmp

EXTERNAL DEPENDENCIES

Intel(R) C++ Compiler documentation
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mflops_intel_mkl

Check the floating point performance of a node

DESCRIPTION

It checks the floating point performance of each cluster node. The test module executes the DGEMM library
routine from the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library to measure the floating point performance and deviation over
the cluster nodes.

METHOD

By default, a pre-built binary is used to calculate performance. If no thresholds are configured, the results
are considered indeterminate. The deviation on reported performance is checked when there are three or
more valid results from the compute nodes.

CONFIGURATION

build

It builds the DGEMM benchmark from source rather than using the pre-built binary. This option requires the
Intel(R) Math Kernel Library to be in the linker path, or proper configuration on the mkl-path option. If it is
true, the gcc test module is automatically added as a dependency.
Default value: false

lflags

The linking flags to be used when building the benchmark. These flags are expected to be valid, otherwise
unexpected behavior may occur.
Default value: -Wl,–start-group -lmkl_intel_lp64 -lmkl_gnu_thread -lmkl_core -Wl,–end-group -fopenmp -
lpthread -lm

mflops

The minimum acceptable floating point performance in MFLOPS.
Default value: none
If no MFLOPS threshold is defined, the test module only confirms that the measured MFLOPS is greater
than zero.

m, n, k

The matrix dimensions used in DGEMM. The total memory required is (m*n + m*k + n*k) * sizeof(double)
bytes.
Default values: m = 5000, n = 5000, k = 112 (memory requirement = 200 MB if sizeof(double) is 8 bytes)

mkl-path

The base path to the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library.
Default value: none
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deviation

The factor of allowed standard deviations from median, used to search for outlier values. The allowed range
is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
Default value: 3

threads

The number of OpenMP threads to use. This is equivalent to the OMP_NUM_THREADS environment
variable.
Default value: ALL

EXAMPLE

<mflops_intel_mkl>
<deviation>3</deviation>
<k>112</k>
<m>5000</m>
<mflops>6000</mflops>
<mkl-path>/opt/intel/cmkl/9.0</mkl-path>
<n>5000</n>

</mflops_intel_mkl>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Intel(R) Math Kernel Library documentation
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mount_proc

Check that the procfs filesystem (/proc) is mounted

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the procfs filesystem is mounted on /proc.

METHOD

The status of the /proc filesystem is checked using the mount command. It is assumed that /proc is the
mount point for procfs.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mount

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: proc(5)
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mpi_consistency

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the MPI job startup commands meet requirements. It confirms that the paths to mpirun and
mpiexec are consistent on all nodes.

METHOD

The which command is used to extract PATH information. If no paths are found the test fails.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: which

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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nfs_mounts

Check NFS mount points

DESCRIPTION

It checks that NFS filesystems are mounted on the compute nodes. The test module does not check
mountpoints on the head node.

METHOD

The mount command is used to gather information of the mounted filesystems configured by the filesystem
option. Then the mountpoints specified by the mountpoint option are checked to be in the gathered list of
mountpoints.
If no mountpoints are configured, the result is considered indeterminate. Proper configuration requires
knowledge of the expected mountpoints on every compute node.

CONFIGURATION

filesystem

It is the filesystem type to be checked. If this tag is defined, default values are not used.
Default value: nfs and autofs

mountpoint

The mountpoint to be checked. This option may be configured multiple times to check more than one
mountpoint. If no mountpoints are configured, this test module is indeterminate.
Default value: none

EXAMPLE

<nfs_mounts>
<filesystem>nfs</filesystem>
<filesystem>ext3</filesystem>
<mountpoint>/opt</mountpoint>
<mountpoint>/shared</mountpoint>

</nfs_mounts>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mount

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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nisdomain

Check that all nodes belong to the same NIS/YP domain

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Network Information Service (NIS) domain of a node.

METHOD

The test module uses the nisdomainname command to retrieve NIS/YP information. The (none) domain
name is considered invalid.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: nisdomainname

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh
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nismaps

Check the uniformity of the NIS/YP password map

DESCRIPTION

It checks that Network Information Service (NIS) password maps are uniform.

METHOD

The ypcat command is used to extract the password maps. The password maps are considered uniform if
the md5 checksum is identical on all nodes.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: md5sum, ypcat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, nisdomain, sh, ssh
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nsswitch

Check the configuration of /etc/nsswitch.conf

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the contents of the nsswitch.conf file.

METHOD

It checks that /etc/nsswitch.conf is consistent throughout the cluster. Formatting variations are allowed, so
long as the service order is the same.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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numactl

Check NUMA Hardware Uniformity and Performance

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of the Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) hardware and performance among
compute nodes.
Although the test module runs on any architecture, the user can take better advantage of its functionality
when testing nodes with NUMA architecture.

METHOD

The test module uses the numactl command to validate hardware homogeneity and the numademo com-
mand to measure performance.
Deviation is checked only if there are three or more valid results on the compute nodes.

CONFIGURATION

If no configuration is entered, the test module only checks homogeneity of the NUMA hardware among
cluster nodes. Extra configuration is needed to request performance testing.

test

A container for the numademo test to be executed. The <test> block may be repeated to include multiple
tests. Every test container must have a <name> descriptor. Internally each test executes many sub-tests
to exercise difference memory placement policies.

name The name of the test to execute. Available tests are: memset, memcpy, forward, backward, stream
and random.

size Optional parameter to specify the data size to use during the test execution. Specified in the format
<number>[k,m,g]. Where k,m and g stand for KiloBytes, MegaBytes and GigaBytes respectively. If it is not
entered, a relatively small default value is used. For extended tests, different values may be used.
Default value: 128m

value Optional parameter to specify the minimum acceptable data rate in MB/s for all the sub-tests ex-
ecuted by the configured test. If the value is not provided, the test is executed and no comparison is
performed.

deviation

The factor of allowed standard deviations in performance tests. The result of every subtest (from all tests)
executed is compared with result obtained on all compute nodes. It is useful to detect if a node is having
some deviation in a specific subtest. The allowed range is (median -/+ deviation * stddev).
Default value: 3
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EXAMPLE

<numactl>
<test>

<name>stream</name>
<size>512m</size>
<value>5000</value>

</test>
<test>

<name>random</name>
<value>250</value>

</test>
<deviation>1</deviation>

</numactl>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: numactl, numademo

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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openib

Check the OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution InfiniBand driver

DESCRIPTION

It checks the InfiniBand* driver provided by the OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution* (OFED). This test mod-
ule confirms that the InfiniBand adapters are the same hardware and firmware revisions, the ports are in the
Active state, and have the same rate and capabilities. The memlock memory limits in /etc/security/limits.conf
are also verified.
When it is executed under compliance mode, the test module checks that the OFED version is compliant
with the minimum version advised by the Intel(R) Cluster Ready Specification. OFED version 1.3.0 or later
is advised.

METHOD

The test module additionally checks that configuration entries in openib.conf are uniform throughout the
cluster with the possibility to check specific values. To enable this behavior the config tag must be used.
By default, all adapter devices are checked for uniform hardware configuration such as capabilities, firmware,
hardware, ports and status.
The capability bit showing subnet manager status is masked to avoid the inclusion of standby backup
managers; the state of the subnet manager, either backup or primary, is then not compared.

CONFIGURATION

adapter

A container for the InfiniBand adapter device. The <adapter> block may be repeated to check multiple
InfiniBand adapters.

device

The device name of the adapter. This option must be configured for each adapter container.

Default value: none

down-port

The InfiniBand adapter port that should not be checked and that is considered in down state. This
option may be used multiple times to mark ports as down.

Default value: none

firmware-version

The firmware version string. If this parameter is not configured, only the uniformity of the firmware
version is checked.

Default value: none

rate

The raw link rate in Gbit/s. If this parameter is not configured, only the uniformity of the link rate is
checked.

Default value: none
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config

A container to customize the uniformity and correctness check of openib.conf. If it is present, a configuration
uniformity check is enabled.

config-path

The path to the configuration file.

If it is not defined the tool searches for openib.conf in the /etc, /etc/ofed and /etc/infiniband directories.

exclude

The name of a configuration variable to be excluded from the comparison. The string is interpreted
as a Bash* pattern matching expression. The special characters * and ? do match characters . and /.
It may be configured multiple times to exclude more than one configuration variable.

Default values: ’bond0_IP’ , ’bond1_IP’

item

A container for an expected configuration variable inside openib.conf. It may be configured multiple
times and both name and value tags has to be included.

name
The openib.conf configuration item name to be checked. This tag is mandatory when the parent
item container is defined.
Default value: none

value
The openib.conf configuration item expected value to be checked. This tag is mandatory when
the parent item container is defined.
Default value: none

ibstat-path

The installation directory of the ibstat command. If it is not defined the tool will tries /usr/sbin or assumes
that ibstat is in PATH.

memlock

The minimum value, in bytes, of the hard and soft memlock limits.
Default value: 2000000

no_device

This configuration option allows checking compute nodes with no adapters and it reports the result with a
notice severity.

EXAMPLE

<openib>
<adapter>

<device>mthca0</device>
<firmware-version>4.7.600</firmware-version>
<rate>10</rate>
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</adapter>
<adapter>

<device>mthca1</device>
<down-port>2</down-port>
<rate>20</rate>

</adapter>
<config>

<config-path>/etc/ofed/openib.conf</config-path>
<exclude>bond</exclude>
<item>

<name>SET_IPOIB_CM</name>
<value>yes</value>

</item>
</config>
<group name="A">

<no_device/>
</group>
<ibstat-path>/usr/local/ofed/bin</ibstat-path>
<memlock>2000000</memlock>

</openib>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: cat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution documentation

NOTES

If the OFED version can not be found, the subtest will warn it, but the test will not fail.
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openssh_version (openssh_3_9)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that OpenSSH* meets requirements.
Its former name openssh_3_9 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the ssh version to OpenSSH 3.9 or later as reported by the -V option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ssh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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packages (rpm)

Check software packages presence and uniformity among nodes

DESCRIPTION

packages is an Intel(R) Cluster Checker test module used to verify the uniformity and correctness of installed
packages. The test module can use the output of the –packages option executed by the user on a reference
system as the basis of the comparison if it is provided, otherwise it checks packages uniformity among
nodes.
It checks the uniformity and correctness of installed packages.
If no reference list file is configured, the test module checks the uniformity of the installed packages among
nodes.

METHOD

The test module can use the output of the –packages option executed by the user on a reference system
as the basis of the comparison if it is provided, otherwise it checks packages uniformity among nodes.
If no reference list file is configured, the test module checks the uniformity of the installed packages among
nodes.
The reference list may contain comments in each line (after a package entry or in a new line) following the
’#’ character.

CONFIGURATION

node

The path to the file with the list of installed packages to be used as reference for compute nodes.
Default value: none

head

The path to the file with the list of installed packages to be used as reference for the head node.
Default value: none

exclude

The name of a package to be excluded from the comparison. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern
matching expression. The special characters ’*’ and ’?’ do match characters ’.’ and ’/’ . It may be
specified multiple times to exclude more than one package.
Default value: none

include

It explicitly verifies that the specified package is installed. It may be specified multiple times to include more
than one package.
Default value: none
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command

Custom command that lists the packages installed in the system. The output of the command has to list
one package per line. This test module tries the following list of commands to obtain installed packages in
the system:

rpm –query –all # for Red Hat based systems

dpkg -l | awk "{ print $2,$3 }" # for Debian based systems

pacman -Q # for Arch based systems

ls /var/log/packages/ # for Slackware based systems

ls -d /var/db/pkg/*/* # for Gentoo based systems

If none of these commands can list installed packages, a custom command should be used.
Default value: none

EXAMPLE

<packages>
<head>head.list</head>
<node>node.list</node>

<exclude>rpm-4.3.3-9_nonptl</exclude>
<exclude>xterm-*</exclude>
<include>mpich-ch_p4-gcc-oscar-module-1.2.7-4</include>

</packages>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: head, compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh

System commands: sed, rpm (Red Hat-based systems), dpkg (Debian-based systems), pacman (Arch-
based systems), ls (for Gentoo and Slackware based systems).
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pci

Check the uniformity of the devices on the PCI bus

DESCRIPTION

It checks the device IDs connected to the Peripheral Component Interconnect* (PCI) bus.

METHOD

The test module collects PCI bus data using the lspci command and compares the output throughout the
cluster.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

The name of the PCI device ID and item description to be excluded from the check. The string is interpreted
as a Bash* pattern matching expression. The special characters ’*’ and ’?’ do match characters ’.’
and ’/’ . This option may be defined more than once to exclude multiple parameters.
Default value: none

no_rev

Setting this option removes revision references from the output.

EXAMPLE

<pci>
<no_rev/>
<exclude>03:00.3 Serial controller</exclude>
<exclude>*VGA*</exclude>

</pci>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: lspci

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh
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perl

Check the Perl interpreter

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Perl* interpreter functionality.

METHOD

It examines the Perl version and runs a "Hello World" one-liner.

CONFIGURATION

perl-path

The base path to the Perl interpreter
Default value: /usr/bin

version

The string that is compared to the Perl version.
Default value: none
If version is not configured, then the specific Perl version is not checked. Only the uniformity of the version
string is checked if version is not configured.

EXAMPLE

<perl>
<perl-path>/usr/bin</perl-path>
<version>5.8.7</version>

</perl>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

SEE ALSO

Manual pages: perl(1)
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perl_version (perl_5_6_1)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that Perl meets requirements.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the spec-
ification. This set of tools can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name perl_5_6_1 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Perl version to 5.6.1, the information is extracted using the version option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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ping

Check that all nodes respond to ping from the head node

DESCRIPTION

It checks that all nodes respond to ping from the head node.

METHOD

The ping command is used to gather reach status from the head node.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ping
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portal

Check that all nodes can ping the portal

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the site portal can be reached from all nodes of the cluster.

METHOD

The test module pings the portal to test the connection.

CONFIGURATION

portal-name

The name of the site portal machine.
Default value: portal

EXAMPLE

<portal>
<portal-name>portal</portal-name>

</portal>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ping

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh
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process_check

Check for stale processes

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the process list does not contain runaway processes (in terms of CPU or memory usage),
zombies, or other stale processes.

METHOD

The test module uses information from the current processes in execution as returned by the ps command.

CONFIGURATION

elapsed_time

Time (in seconds) that is used to define a stale process. See also exempt_uids.
Default value: 3600

exclude

Process names that are excluded from the check. The string is interpreted as a Bash* pattern matching
expression. The special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. This option may be repeated to
exclude more than one process name.
Default value: monitoring processes and filesystem daemons

exempt_uids

uids lower than this value are exempt from the elapsed time check. Daemons, etc. started from sys-
tem accounts should not be flagged as stale regardless of how long they have been running. See also
elapsed_time .
Default value: 400

percent_cpu

Percentage of cpu that is used to define a runaway process. Note: on some systems, the percent cpu is
defined relative to a single core, on others it is relative to all cores.
Default value: 5

percent_memory

Percentage of memory that is used to define a runaway process.
Default value: 1

zombie_allowed_elapsed_time

Time (in seconds) that is used to allow transient zombies. Intel(R) Cluster Checker and other applications
may create transient zombies that are quickly, but not instantly reaped. Do not flag these transient zombies
as "true" zombie processes unless their elapsed time is greater than this value.
Default value: 1
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EXAMPLE

<process_check>
<elapsed_time>3600</elapsed_time>
<exclude>ntpd</exclude>
<exclude>portmap</exclude>
<percent_cpu>5</percent_cpu>
<percent_memory>1</percent_memory>

</process_check>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 2

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ps

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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processor_cache

Check multiple layers of processor cache

DESCRIPTION

It checks the uniformity of the processor cache structure and configuration among cluster nodes. The test
module selects the node with more cache configuration items a as reference and compares the items with
all other nodes.

METHOD

A prebuilt binary is used to access model specific registers inside the CPU.

CONFIGURATION

exclude

It excludes a processor cache item from the comparison. The string is interpreted as Bash* pattern matching
expression. Special characters * and ? do match characters . and /. This option may be defined multiple
times.
Default value: none

EXAMPLE

This example excludes all fields containing the string "Level= 1" from the comparison:

<processor_cache>
<exclude>*Level= 1*</exclude>

</processor_cache>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: grep, echo

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

SEE ALSO

Books: The IA-32 Intel(R) Architecture Software Developers Manual, Volume 3B: System Program-
ming Guide, Part 2.
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processor_msr

Check Processor Model Specific Registers (MSRs)

DESCRIPTION

It checks the status of standard Model Specific Registers (MSRs).
Only Intel(R) Turbo Mode and Enhanced Intel(R) Speedstep Technology flags are currently supported. No
MSRs are verified unless explicitly requested.
These features may need extra support at the operating system level in order to work, the output only
represents the status at the CPU level.

METHOD

A prebuilt binary is used to access model specific registers inside the CPU.

CONFIGURATION

eist

Expected status of the Enhanced Intel(R) Speedstep Technology.

turbo_mode

Expected status of the Intel(R) Turbo Mode technology.

EXAMPLE

<processor_msr>
<eist>off</eist>
<turbo_mode>on</turbo_mode>

</processor_msr>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 3

Scope: compute

DEPENDENCIES

Test Modules: genuine_intel, sh, ssh, tmp

NOTES

The running kernel should have CONFIG_X86_MSR functionality, together with a matching /dev/cpu/*/msr
device file.
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python

Check the Python* interpreter

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Python* interpreter functionality.

METHOD

It examines the Python* version and runs a "Hello World" one-liner.

CONFIGURATION

python-path

The base path to the Python* interpreter.
Default value: /usr/bin

version

The string that is compared to the Python* version.
Default value: none
If version is not configured in the configuration file, then the specific Python* version is not checked. Only
the uniformity of the version string is checked among the cluster nodes.

EXAMPLE

<python>
<python-path>/usr/bin</python-path>
<version>2.2.3</version>

</python>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: python

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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python_version (python_2_3_4)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that Python* meets requirements.
Its former name python_2_3_4 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Python* version to 2.3.4 or later as reported by the -V option.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: python

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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sh

Check the Bourne Shell

DESCRIPTION

It checks the Bourne Shell functionality.

METHOD

It checks that "/bin/sh" is present and it runs a "Hello World" script.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: sh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp
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shm_mount

Check that the shared memory device (/dev/shm) is mounted.

DESCRIPTION

It checks that /dev/shm is mounted correctly.

METHOD

The mount command is used to gather shared memory device status.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: mount

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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single_authentication

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the cluster authentication process meets requirements.
Every node should be accessible to any nodes through Secure Shell* without providing a password.

METHOD

It connects to every node from every other node and runs a simple command using the ssh command.

CONFIGURATION

nodefile

This container allows the inclusion of additional nodefiles. It can be repeated to check multiple fabrics.
Since the head node may not have access to all networks, a reference compute node is used to check the
connectivity to nodes in the additional node files before executing the test, it is therefore assumed that this
node belongs to all networks that are being tested.

EXAMPLE

<single_authentication>
<nodefile>/etc/intel/clck/nodefile_storage</nodefile>
<nodefile>/etc/intel/clck/nodefile_messaging</nodefile>

</single_authentication>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: matrix

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ssh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, ip_consistency
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speedstep

Check Intel SpeedStep(R) Technology state homogeneity

DESCRIPTION

It checks homogeneity in the state of the Intel SpeedStep(R) Technology. The Linux kernel support for Intel
SpeedStep(R) Technology is provided by the cpufreq subsystem on the /sys virtual file system.
This feature may need extra support at the operating system level in order to work. The output only repre-
sents the status at the CPU level.
By default, the test module selects a reference node and compares the other ones against it. However, if
the user sets a specific value with the <state> configuration tag, the value in all nodes is compared against
the provided one.

CONFIGURATION

state

The required state of the Intel SpeedStep(R) Technology. Values may be on, 1 and true for enabled or off,
0 and false for disabled. If the user sets a desired value that is not met, the test module fails. However, if
no value is configured and the cluster nodes do not match the default value, a notice message is issued.
Default value: Disabled.

EXAMPLE

<speedstep>
<state>on</state>

</speedstep>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: test, uname

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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ssh

Check the ssh connectivity of all nodes

DESCRIPTION

It checks that all nodes can be reached via ssh from the system running Intel(R) Cluster Checker.

METHOD

It uses the ssh command to write a test string into all nodes.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: echo

Test Modules: ping
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ssh_version

Check the ssh version uniformity of all nodes

DESCRIPTION

It checks that all nodes have the same ssh version.

METHOD

The test modules uses the which command to locate the ssh binary and requests its version by passing the
-V option.

CONFIGURATION

ssh-path

The base path to the SSH command
Default value: /usr/bin

EXAMPLE

<ssh_version>
<ssh-path>/usr/bin</ssh-path>

</ssh_version>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ssh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ping, ssh
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stray_uids

Check that all files in a directory are owned by a known user and group

DESCRIPTION

It checks that all files in a directory (or several directories) are owned by known users and groups.

METHOD

The stat command is used to extract file ownership information. If no configuration is provided, only the
/tmp directory is checked.

CONFIGURATION

dir

A directory to be checked for stray UIDs and GIDs. It may be defined multiple times to check more than one
directory.
Default value: /tmp if no dir options are configured.

EXAMPLE

<stray_uids>
<dir>/tmp</dir>
<dir>/var/tmp</dir>
<dir>/home</dir>
<dir>/var/log</dir>

</stray_uids>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: stat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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subnet_manager

Check the InfiniBand subnet manager

DESCRIPTION

It checks that the software InfiniBand* subnet manager is running on one, and only one node with active
status. Other instances in standby mode are allowed.

METHOD

The test module searches for the opensm process and a matching log file in /var/log/opensm.log by default;
otherwise explicit configuration of the log-path configuration tag is required.

CONFIGURATION

command

The name of the subnet manager process.
Default value: opensm

log-path

It is the location of the subnet manager log file when not using the default path. The location is assumed to
be uniform among the cluster nodes.
Default value: /var/log/opensm.log

EXAMPLE

<subnet_manager>
<command>opensm</command>
<log-path>/var/log/opensm.log</log-path>

</subnet_manager>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: ps

Files: /var/log/opensm.log

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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NOTES

The test module does not consider that the InfiniBand switch may have a hardware subnet manager; do not
include this test module in that case.
The test module assumes that the cluster is exclusively using a single Infiniband switch; do not include this
test module otherwise.
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system_memory

Check the uniformity of the total physical memory and swap memory

DESCRIPTION

It checks system memory uniformity. The test module checks both physical memory and swap space.
If no configuration is provided, the test module validates that the values collected are within a valid deviation
from the cluster median.

METHOD

The test module gathers physical memory and the swap space information using the /proc/meminfo config-
uration file.

CONFIGURATION

physical

The amount of physical memory, in KB.
Default value: median of the collected values

physical_threshold

Maximum absolute deviation from the expected amount of physical memory that is allowable, in KB.
Default value: 100

swap

The amount of swap memory, in KB.
Default value: median of the collected values

swap_threshold

Maximum absolute deviation from the expected amount of swap memory that is allowable, in KB.
Default value: 100

EXAMPLE

<system_memory>
<physical>6154464</physical>
<swap>2040208</swap>

</system_memory>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1
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DEPENDENCIES

Files: /proc/meminfo

Test Modules: genuine_intel, mount_proc, ssh
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tcl_version (tcl_8_4_7)

Check Intel(R) Cluster Ready specification compliance

DESCRIPTION

It checks that Tcl meets requirements.
Minimum software runtime requirements ensure that functional clusters are built when following the spec-
ification. This set of tools can also be used by component developers as a baseline for interoperability,
support and validation.
Its former name tcl_8_4_7 is deprecated.

METHOD

It compares the Tcl patchlevel to 8.4.7.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: tclsh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh
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tcsh

Check the Enhanced C Shell

DESCRIPTION

It checks the enhanced C Shell functionality.

METHOD

The test module verifies that "/bin/tcsh" exists and it runs a "Hello World" script.

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: tcsh

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, tmp
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tmp

Check the permissions on /tmp

DESCRIPTION

tmp is an Intel(R) Cluster Checker test module used to check the permissions on /tmp are correct.

METHOD

By default, the test module checks that the permissions are 1777 as reported by the stat command.

CONFIGURATION

sticky

If it is true, consider 0777 also as correct.
Default value: false

EXAMPLE

<tmp>
<sticky/>

</tmp>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: unit

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: stat

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh

NOTES

It assumes that the temporary directory is named /tmp.
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uid_sync

Check the uniformity of the user and group database

DESCRIPTION

It checks the synchronization of users and groups information throughout the cluster.

METHOD

The comparison includes all attributes that are returned by the getpwent and getgrent Perl* routines.

CONFIGURATION

minuid

The minimum uid to be checked
Default value: 500

mingid

The minimum gid to be checked
Default value: 500

EXAMPLE

<uid_sync>
<mingid>1000</mingid>

</uid_sync>

MODULE INFORMATION

Class: vector

Level: 1

DEPENDENCIES

Commands: perl

Test Modules: genuine_intel, ssh, perl
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